Leopards Take
Bethel ·44 To 26

Haldeman Leads 15-13 At
Half And 29-17 Ill' Third
Quarter

showtng an improved ottense,
lhe Haldeman Leopards were vie.
ioriowi over Bethel 44 to 26 Wed-

1esda7 . night.

.

. The · came was very slow tt\r'u~t the tint half with Haldeman
eading at the intermission. 15 to
l3.
.
.

Jumping into a 29 to 17 lead In
lhe third quarter, Haldeman
~ - in danger throughout the ~
dlnder
the same- Dannft'
sparked .. the Haldeman .. quintet I
ll'iUi 15 points which ,Hickey led
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Denver Brown photo
Little League opened its'
50th season over the
weekend with a tribute to
several original players,
coaches, umpires and
Kiwanie members
including Jack Ellis
(coach) and John Collis
(umpire).
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Clearfield Eagles
To Play Maysivlle
Sund·a y Afternoon
y, ,s, ma'am! Clearfi,~ld h· -.;1 ill
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:of X:Ol"ehead Bowlers here Saturda

in
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· eat,t;ainat-a! t1ie teaJM- the )forehead Bowlin1r
will select• "band picked,. team frem thefr- ,n,unbera,;:to en
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"J)dtky" _C~er _s

"l)oiitg B1)Sin_ess At

same~Old stand"

Morehead Dblmond Star -Is ·
Second Basema11 On
Army Team ·

· J\11ost sport fans · in this area .
remem~r Allie. (Ducky) Carta-. ·
He .played baseball with the Mm-e- '
head College Eagles, the Morehead. .
Merchants, Marshall College of :
Hu~tington, .W . .Va.! the Oliv:e Hill i
Bri'czkies, ..· and . the .., professional :

Huntln_g ton Boo~, but .stepped i

out of the tri-state sports picture .
about l O tears ago.
i
We
ind~bted to . Reibert
Counts, Olive Hilt .who sends the
following interesting news con-·
cerning Ducky, wbo is weTI past
3:0:<.· .n ·.~as . ~en from " the ..n
publicatioll 1lar.ris Code'" 'Of Im-tis'. i'ield., N;. C: :: .
.
. . .,

are

~~~~~~~

andi smooth ··woikmc ~ d baseman of the ffl1:h Guard Sq_ ~
ball team.' The affable and -soft;..
spoken Virginian ha_s ~enty ,of
press clippings to substarrtiate "the

title.
"Born .in Hunti~ W. Va .. he
was a 4 star letter · tfian in bigb

schoo~ and obtained . a ·scboiarship
to Ma~hall College in Huntin~
where he starretf in baseball for
3 years.
"During his first year. the di~
mond nine racked up an impres- ·
si:ve.:.___t.1LLa1......oL_19._. ...c_o ns~i.Y.e_
triumphs. This feat placed illil~
''Big Green~ among tne stnmgest
collegiate teams of tbe. com!I±ry..
.
(Continued on page 4)

The unfairness. ot· tmJzrnaiments but I don't believe anyone el.3ewas well borne: out this yeair-_ Ash- picked Catlettsburg.
land defeated Catl'et..tsbtEcg !our
• .•
•
times dw-ing · the se.aslDfl yet the
The student I managers for the- Wildcats go, ta, Lexington. Meade teams in the final game wueMemorial won three games from roommates, Wiggins and Hower-..
Inez and still. the. Inez. boys get the ton.
· ,
"trip to Lexington.. · So it went all
• •
•
over the state
Bobby Holbrook is my choice-'
• • •
as the outstanding performer in.
I look for one of the following , the tournament.
teams to win the state tournament:
• • . ~>··. . .
Lexington, St. X, Hardin, Inez,
l\1orehcad high has' missed going·
Valley or Riney.ville.·
' to the state tournament. three- .
• • •
times by one point.
· ____
When a star in any sport begins
to worry about what th e· public
says about him he is well _on the
road to oblivion. Such is the case
with one of our basketball stars.
• • •
Well, I picked them wrong again

• • •
This is the first time' Catletts:burg has gone to the State mee~:
since l926.
·
·
• • •
. Bennie, Joe anid other boys '. ·
forty pounds of popcorn;
·
to fili an ordinary 8 by . ;i. .•.• \.. '
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the-· Tiaitors; tp .l'nc:reaae the ,core. ~rry. Mo.Tehead . odan., ·'le
. . _ , . . . : 11!1~•l~~'\i1nea, RaceBo~li:· teams U11.ed their entire -string ne:v, ,Bow1in,r, Reynolds, W. Calverti. .~
.~~-~,-- /- · • · ~
of ·~
·'rile me of the·scare T. Barker. - ...:... :
'-·' 11iomj::,li>J(aa,diBr~ored twice
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Baseball Team of the 40's - Local Boys
Front Row: Larry Workman, Sonny Allen with 1bm Perry,
Alley "Duck" carter, Jack car.so , Paul J. Reynolds.
Back Row: Oash McKenz.ie, Lawrence Kenny, Dickie
Scroggins, Byrd Perry. '
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Stephanie Davis photo
Little League president Jim Tom Trent (left) and local
Kiwanis president Bill Shely display the partnership's
50th anniversay of youth-league baseball in Morehead.

Contestants and Season's Record
HALDEMAN

f"n ,5,

Coach-Fred Caudill
Colors-Blue and White

26

35

31
15
26

fo. of Pla y er and Nam es
9
Lonnie Clifford
5
Bill Kegley
4
Sam Crum
1
Ray Roberts
7
Edward Stin so n
3
Grov er Lee Ni ckell
8
R:iy Binion
0
James Butler
6
Jimmy Danner
2
Witzal Rice

38
23
22

25
25
18

SEASON'S RECORD

22
. 36
! 23
30
53
45

Iald e man
Opponent
,6
Carter City ......... ... ...... ..... ... 2 3

27
28

39

Brickinridge ... ......... ...... .... .. 3(
1-Iitchins .. .. ......... ..... ... ..... .. .. 3(
Salt Li ck .. ............ ... .. .. .... ... U
Grayso n .... ........... ........ ...... ... 1~
Breckinr:dge ...... ................ U
Boyd County High .......... .. .. H
Olive Hill .... ..... ... ... ... ...... .... .. 2~
Soldier ..... ....... .. ..... ..... ........ 3 4
Morehead ... ...... ..... .... .... .... .. 3~
Sharpsburg ..... ....... .......... .. H
Soldier .... .. ...... .. ............ ... ... 2(
Grayson .. .................. ....... ... 3(
Boyd C ounty High ..... .... ... .. 2£
Olive Hill ...... ...... .. ..... ...... ... 2(
Morehead ....... :...... ......... ..... 39
Bethel
...... .. ....... ... ..... ... ... ... 25
Hitch ins ........... ........ .... ... .... 24
R:iceland
... ... .... .... ........ ..... . 21
Raceland
.. ...... .. ... ....... .... ... -23
Sh? rps burg ... ... .... ....·......... .. . 31

ST A TE POWER . . . The Halde- kins , Chloma Hicks, Opal Kegley.
m an Blue Belles once ranked among · Rear - Marcelia Hicks, Fern Harris,
the top high s chool girls team s. That Coach Frank Laughlin , Goldie La nd s ,
·
· -- --· - ~- - 1
was before Haldeman became almos i. Sue Clark,.,(
a ghost town and before girls basketball wa s discontinued. This 1931 te am
won over 20 games and los t only
three. From left - Delm a Cline,
Alma Hayes, Bess Cline, Jude Ad-
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JRE AT T E AM IN 1931
In
. 931 Haldeman was the wealthiest
:ommunity i n Rowan County a s Ke nucky Firebrick Company employed
tlmost 700 men.
Haldeman High
,chool was always a threat in disr ict and regional basketball play.
rhis is the 1931 Haldeman Leopards
1oys t e am which won ove r th reeou rth s of i ts game s agains t s tr ong
,ppos ition, being eliminated by th e
,owerful Ashland High Tomcats.
)anicular attention should be gi ven
o the Coach, center, rear , wh o is

F rank Laughlin. Recogni z•ed as the
present ' numbe r one ' fan of Mor ehead State University a nd all other
l ocal sports, Frank had h ai r tben and
weighed a m e r e 130 pounds . F ront,
f rom left - Carl Scewa rt, Lee Cla rk ,
Woodrow Harris, Cure Stins on, John
E ldridge, George Bowe n . Re a r - Paul
P etitt-,
L uth e r
Kegl ey ,
Co:1r:h
Laughlin, Bun Jones, Dave Stins on .
Le e Clark m e t d e ath in the B ataan
De ath March . Paul Petitt ours ue d a
mi litary career and was· killed i n
Germany during world war II.
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Virginian has plenty of victory. . . which the pap,er com•
DuCk Ca rt·e r Ma k es •i spoken
press clippings to substantiate I mented on as "a perfect day for a

G00d Ill The
Baseba II ·wOrId
MoSt

basketball fans

in

1
\

the title.
"Born in Morehead, Ky., he
was a 4 star letter man in high
~chool, . and obtained a scholarship to Marshall College in Hunt•
ington, where he starred in basethis ball for three years.

!perfect

player." The Morris Field
team was a cincb. for
iDucky, who was the only unanimous ch~ice. The all-star pitch.er .
. was Junior Thompson, and sever- .
' al other former professional players.~Ashland Independent.

l All-Star
1=

area rem~mber Allie (:Ducky) , "During his first y.ear, the dia-:
:::ar ter. He played with Morehead mond nine racked
an impres::olle,ge. Marshall, the Olive Hill I sive total of 19 consecutive trl3rickies, the Morehead Merchants umphs . This feat placed the "Big
.
'
\
ind the profess10nal Huntington Green" among the strongest col3oosters but stepped out of the legiat.e teams of the country.
~ri-State picture a•:iout 1.0 years 0 Ducky" likes to recall one or
·i go.
two games in particular, notably
Hubert Coun.ts of Olive Hill two wins over Notre Dame. He :
,,,mds the followi ng interesting scored the -winning run Lri the i
1ews concerning Ducky- who is initial enco1JJ1ter, a 2-1 victory, j
-"•~11 past 30. It is taken from and drov.e in the deciding mark- I
:he news
publication "Morris er in the second c?ntest · to give
~ode" of Morris Field, Charlotte, his mates a 1-0 triumph . . . this
N. C.
'
\feat he says was his •Jigges t L
"'_<'\i ball player's call player', l Uirill." '
that's t he appropriate title f ~r , . Carter is still playing great
All!,":: B. "Ducky' ' Carter, captain : ball. In a recent game h,:. slam- .•
and !':mooth working second base- med three triples , two doubles,
man •)! the 847th Guard Sq. base- drove in five runs and scored two :
)all team . The affable and soft- in leading the Guards to a 10-2 l
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Mo.r ehead ShOws

Big Improvement
Vik'ings Surprise Jfith 35-3~ Win
Over Inez, Extend Clark County
By JOHN McGILL, Courier-Journal Correspondent.

1•

Aschland, Ky., Feb. 24.-One of the most improved teams
i~ the 16th Region, the Morehead Vikings, turned in a 3n,.-~~~ ,
victory over Inez last week after having held Clark County/
to a first half deadlock before losing 40-27.
·'
A two-'game trip was disastrous
for Inez, as the Indians also lost
to Mays".ille, ~ut the defeats can
be explamed ~n pqrt b! the fact
the two Indian scormg stars,
Harmon and Fairchild, were side. ined by injuries. They did get
mto the Morehead game in the
last three minutes of play, alt hough at the time Morehead was
ahead by seven points.
It might also be added that 'deeating Inez, even with two regu:l-rs ou~ of .Russ Williamson's
meup, is quite an accomplishent. ·
Clark and Morehead each had
4 points at t1:ie end of the half
ut the Cardmals had a comaratively easy time from there
n. Grover Roe and Benard Greer·
tarred for Morehead as Wells
tood out . for the winners. Billy
uckett, Clark's All-State guard,
id not play.
SENSATION
Ashland Holy Family, an earlyeason sensation,, looked bad in
osing 46-31 to a fair Charleson Catholic team after leading
ost of the first half . . Unless
he Fighting , Irish do a quick
eversal into their December
orm, they stand to have a rough
ime in district tourney competiion. Holy Family might have
ome along better this sea-son
ith a tougher schedule, but most
f the foes have been of mediocre
alibre and offered the club little
hance to learn anything.
Jim Lyons of Boyd County
ontinues to threaten Catlettsurg's Ed Moore in the race for
e E.K.C. scoring championship:
yons zipped 25 points through

.
the hodp against · McKell as his
team won 58-24. Moore netted
10 in a 38-37 win over Rac!l d j
an •
The Ashland Tomcats close
their _season ~riday niltt at
Maysville, hopmg to avnge a I
42-39 defeat of two week ago.
~ussell plays at Olive Hill !eking
its sec~nd cwer the Come; and
West Liberty, recent conqu·or of
strong Owingsville, will o~ at
Morehead. M~Kell plays aGray-·
son, Carter City- at Boyd ounty
Hitchins at Raceland and .b::kinridge at Fleming County.
SCORING TITLE ~
· Saturday ni€ht- Boyd is at <..,tlettsburg, producing a MooeLyons duel that might decide \J\
conference. scoring title, and McKell plays Holy Family here.
After Saturday, teams will
settle down to await the district
tou~nam~nts at Ashland, Hitcb!?Jli
.Owmgsville and Mt. Sterling.
Our rating of the teams at this
time would be: District 61-Clark
County first, Winchester second
Mt. Sterling third. District 62~
Morehead f i r s t , Breckinridge
second, Owingsville third. District 63-Hitchins first, Oli ),t
second, Vanceburg third. D~t
64-Catlettsburg first, As\d
second, Raceland third.
Grayson and Chesapeake,
have been admitted into the iState Baseball League, presi t
W. L. Baileyof Ashland announced
this week. The teams will play
a 27-game l)Chedule.
Grayson has a new park outfitted for night ball. The teams
dropping out of the Tri-State
were Omar. W. Va., and Russell.
The Ashland Y.M.C.A. announced this week that the annual tournament for independent
teams of Eastern Kentucky would
be held March 8-11. Acme of
Ashland is the defending champion.

l'

Wiggins at MHS'
Morehead High School -the ,
school that gives its teams great
support but hasn't had a trulygreat b.all club in years-comes:
out th is season under a new
m anagerial r egime with Shorty
Wiggins, for mer Mor eh ead College guard, at the helm. Follow ers of the Green and Whit e m ay
r easonably ex pect a great ball
club for Wiggins has a fine a sl sor tm ent of ta lent, headed b y
1high scoring Berkley Cox. H is
• tentative starting lineup Fridav
1 against Grayson is expected ~o
find Cox, Roy Stewart, Billy
Sturgill, Grover Roe and Freem an Spencer on the floor.
Others who are show ing great
prom ise ar e Ber nard Greer,
A llen K azee, C ar 1 S tewart,
Wayne C9x, Bobby Messer, Billy
McClain, Charles Cau dill, H arold
Dean , Rober t Grey , Bill Battson,
John Click, and Billy Sargent.
Earl Alderman is m an ager of t he
team and E arl Ison, assistant .
m anager.
Breck Schedule Tough
Up at Breckinridge Training
School-which produced t Ji e
state champs last year and probably represented the greatest
High School team ever seen in
Kentucky - B o b b y Laughlin
must depend on new talent for
he lost four of his starting lineup by graduation.
This year's team will be built
around 6 foot 6 inch Marvin
Mayhall. Laughlin will likely
start these lads against Owingsville Frid.ay: John Will Holbrook
and Clayton Skaggs at forwards ;
Marvin Mayliall, center; and
Bobby Clay and Billy Fraley,
guards.
With the exception of Mayhall
the team is comparatively small,
but h.as a fine competitive spirit.
They are not expected to approach last year's formidable
Breck team but they should give
a good account of themselves.
On e thing is certain-Breck w ill
b e a much stronger b all cluh
at the end of the season than
they are at Hie beginning. Laugh J lin has a habit of fashioning great
I tournament teams, and it would.
1 not
be surprising is he had it
again this year before district
play starts.
Others on the Breck team that
are battling for starting places
are: Billy Rice, Hendrix Tolliver,
j Johnny Crosley, William Gee
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i and J,ack Kiser.
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Lmcky High Schools
,e 45, Manual 38.
lnclnnati Elder 32, St. Xavier 24.
cottsville 44, Austin-Tracy 24.
ockland Wa;i:ne 50, Loulsvil1E1 Certtral
30.
~
IJ!en CoUhty 49, Allen County Alume

,

I
.,_

35.
Cmlnence
39, Simpsonville 10,
;
ff>
Sulphur 35, Milton 25.
•k- ,..;
~
oyd County 30, Catlettsburg 29.
J:.,..
U)
Ironton (Ohio) 30, Ashland 26.
,..
Raceland 29, Greenup 24.
J l :, ~
27
gf;;~eri5m 45;ig1e~~~~:i:~ova
v-'t')
26.
(W.
Morehead 31, Bethel 23.
.,.. ~ ...,
B reckinridge 43, Grayson 26.
(1) :?l
<U . T h e F
Carr<?llton 4i{ Shelbyvllle 34,
.S::. •, C:\i (l)
e F F
31
B~;;~31~·K. as_a~_ui~
'
J- .fl; Ii) .C d • re
Oxford 53, Owingsvllle 11.
U) ~ · '
Frankfort 42, Georgetown 33.
...J
seed.
']
Nicholasvllle 38, Carlisle 25.
t}
Wh't
1 e
Mt. Sterling 34, Lexington Henry Clay 2Q;.
Waco 53, Athens 30.
U,. I
Richard'
0
41
~1. b!1rfr3~t~~~g 2~~wanting
Lr~reR~~~uJr, ~oc~~gfc{P2~'.t 14.
or any J
Woodbine 48. Pine Knot W.
~~iN:)b:r~it~' 2~.ra~.s~Er;t.d 28.
Junction City 15, Buena Vista 22.
Okolona 43, Mt. Washington 41,
North Warren 24, Bristow 23.
South Warren 66, Alvaton 20.
North Middletown 44, Sharpsburg 17.
The . F
Orangeburg 36. Fleming County 31.
Morehea,
St. Patrick (Maysville) 34, Minerva 14.
Morgan 70, Mt. Olivet 1!!.
for the
Owensboro 64, Livermore 21.
Hawesville 50, Hardinsburg 29.
party w
St. Joseph (Owensboro) 43, Calhoun 25.
Christmc
Sacramento 65, Anton 44.
Daviess County 33, West L ouisville 32. '
of gifts t
Bremen 35, Drakesboro 28.
New Castle 39, Bedford 17,
dle of· tl
Valley 39. Fairdale 21.
I the wal
1
8
ia~~~e
50~ ' L ouisville
take stic
Central 30.
Bagdad 45, Bald Knob 26,
try to bi
Augusta 27, Oddville 26.
bursted 1
Cynthiana 49, Sadieville 19.
fall to ti
~~~~6~~ 3Jou~t~eri{ ~uena Vista 20.
Wilmore 43, Lexington Latin 20.
would tl
Forl Knox 43, Hodgenville 33.
gift.
Tf
Dix e Heights 37, Covington 28,
Campbell County 39, Bellevue 38,
by the.·H
Dayton 39, Hi\hlands 32.
0
40
a succes
il~~~~1;ef{°?;t. \1~~~t2?r
•
y
Holy Cross 29, A, J. Jolly 28.
West Liberty 27, Frenchburg 25.
Salyersvllle 42, Oil Springs 41.
Evarts 24, Cumberland 9,
Benham 36, Corbin 27.
AG()
Black Star 63, Wallins 36.
Middlesboro 40. Lone Jack 11.
Pineville 26. Barbourville 19.
8
~:n~hc~ti~t:i 20.
F.
Laurel Creek 49, Lily 39.
Laurel Creek 39, Oneida 31,
Do_c;to1
4
~~~fcra
:r:~~ngc;Jnty 35.
authoritiL exington Lafayette 48. Midway 36,
Paducah Tilghman 29. Lone Oak 28.
ed .with
K,{~llferc~y~tto~!s (~thrie 25.
dren -do
Clinton 31, Calvert City 24.
And .yet
South Christian 36, Pembroke 27,
1
Bardwell 46, Blandville 32.
not erilJ
•Murray Training 35, La Center 31,
Barlow 44, Salem 26.
,todax.'.J:,,
Cayce 42, Fulton 15.
·_:an'ci ·e'"
Mayfield 34, Murray 30.
Lynn Grove 45, Faxon 17.
,· Luh:d
Sharpe 84. Bandana 10.
Hazel 32, New Concord 26.
ing _chiJ
Metropolis (Ill.) 46. Central City 34,
.a· 'hbfJ<1
Brewers 75, Hickman 17.
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'Visits Mother
In Lexi(\gton

A -W

Miss ~ary Hogge spent Sunday

in Lexi1gton with her mother,
Mrs. E. Hogge, who has been in
the Good Samaritan Hospital for
the past several days, undergoing
-treatment· for an infected
eye.
Mrs. Hogge is reported as improv~g and expects to return to her
home on Wils on A venue this week.
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worked
children
School,.
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lunch tc
children
habits ;-'

Moreh
d Sta
plete
ently
ings
ore

!r- ,
i1.
eb. 3.- mcent "~oo.se" Zachem, More-"
rs· College's senior star athlete, has just•··
asketball tournament as coach. Zachen.9...
e reins of the Morehead High Sc!'i,Qol
,Feets" Dougherty, former football
became ill ·and resigned.

the first
Kentucky
conference tournament held last
Hill by defeating
Hitchens 34-18.
They lost to
the champions,
Olive Hill, 1826, ho 1 ding
them to the
. lowest s c o r e
i that Olive Hill
this year.
"Moose," the
son of Mr. and
Mrs. I. J. Zachem, Ashland,
expects to
graduate in
June if the
Marine Reerves don't call him before then.
e has played orr- the Morehead
earn four years, and is best
nown for holding down the cener position. This year he was
amed center on the Little Allmerican and the Alternate Allmerican football squads. Last
ear he was placed on the Little
11-American second team, and
as been on the K.I.A.C. and the
.I.A.A. mythical teams.
He has taken over not only the
oaching at Morehead High, but
he physical educatitn classes as
ell After the warll he may take
p professional
all, but
oaching is "to
·th him,
achem said.
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'Overtime Kids' proves great material doesn't always mean a great story

Author needs timeout
Self-publication reads
as if slapped together
The Overtime Kids - Carr Creek
High: 1956 Kentucky State
Champions
By Don Miller.
Turner Publishers, Paducah. 160 pp.
$19.95.
Reviewed by Lee Mueller

lease don't judge this book by its cover.
It is an excellent cover.
.
It is not an excellent book.
The cover accomplishes immediately what
the book struggles, page after page, to tell: the
story of a small, remote Eastern Kentucky
high school that once fulfilled a compelling
legacy, capturing a state basketball championship lost 28 years earlier by an ancestor of
mythic stature.
It is recorded wonderfully in the ecstatic
face of Freddie Wayne Maggard, photographed
as he is carried on the shoulders of jubilant
teammates, a black Converse All-Star shoe dangling, after a game-winning shot.
The lower part of the
cover is a somber blackand-white photo of Carr
Creek's old gym, flecked
with window light: a double-edged reminder of
how small the Knott
County school remained
in 1956, but how far it
had come since 1928
when the tiny mountain
. settlement school captured the nation's attention.
With an enrollment of 18 boys and 23 girls,
Carr Creek's 1928 team had eight players, all
relatives, who had only an outdoor court and
- until the state tournament - had no uniforms. In the finals, they played eventual national champion Ashland in four overtime periods before losing, 13-11.
Afterward, Carr Creek received a special invitation
to participate in a national tournament
:_ f't..: ____ ___,__ ___ .._,.. ___ ---- - .._,.. __ - - - - _ ..]

P
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"We are doing a lot of our fall list d
It's a time of raised e-profile. "

place in Kentucky folklore.
In 1956, when Carr Creek defeated Central
City, Allen County, Wayland and Henderson to
finally win the championship, sportswriters saw
it as a metaphor for "advancement in roads,
electrification, buildings and book learning as
well as athletics."
This ''book," however, as Miller would insist on calling it, was self-published by the author last spring at the cost, one suspects, of
himself as well as the unwitting subjects who
helped him compile it.
It is difficult not to be charitable to progeny
of the vanity press - an opportunistic branch
of publishing that feeds largely upon frustrated
ambitions.
Early on, Miller claims to be a "non-writer."
Such candor is rare in the book business, and it
immediately establishes him as a competent
critic.
But Miller, who says several times that he
was an all-state player at Carr Creek in 1948
and an EdD. who "retired as head Professor of
Education after teaching 30 years at Morehead
State University;'' should not get off so lightly.
Equipped by both background and education to tell a potentially important story, Miller
has taken some marvelous material and pasted
together a truly bewildering manuscript.
What evolves is a kind of burbling alumni
newsletter, so fawning, disorganized, repetitive
and superficial that, at times, the critical reader
must stifle an impulse to edit it with a match.
Miller also is one of those rare former department heads infected with a compulsion to
place "quotation marks" around words, phrases
and entire sentences for no reasons apparent to
the reader.
In the foreword, he expresses gratitude for
"war stories" from contributors with specific
references to one contributor's "spunk" and her
"zest for living." His former English teacher,
who will not be identified here, was "the main
support system" for the team, Miller says.
There are no quotation marks, however,

Amburgey was
immortalized in
this photo fighting for the ball
against Wayland in the
1956 state
tournament.
Carr Creek won
that game on a
last-second
shot by Freddie
Maggard.
THE OVERTIME KIDS

THE OVERTIME KIDS

The Overtime Kids contains photos, including this one of Bob Shepherd (41) and Warren Amburgey (37) going for a rebound against Henderson in the 1956 state final.

around what he says is a heartfelt note of gratitude to the sister of John C. Mullins, "the only .
deceased ball player that played on the Championship Team."
There follows a steady trickle of unlikely
declaratives and curious punctuation that
doubtless sparked interest back at Morehead
among the chief molders of Eastern Kentucky's
teachers.
Amid a confusing jumble of old clippings,
articles, letters, and a transcript from a radio
show, however, there is enough information
here in student memoirs and even some of
Miller's often parenthetical or italicized observations to wish he had refined his project and given himself more time to assemble it.
Team member Jim Calhoun, for instance, recalled that when the Carr Creek team checked
into the old Phoenix Hotel in Lexington for the
1956 tournament, "the first thing we were asked
was if we had any uniforms. They were still
thinking of the 1928 team."
Carr Creek opened in 1920 as a settlement
school. It closed in 1974, a victim of consolidation. In the meantime, Knott County in the
1950s was still one of the most remote counties
in Eastern Kentucky - still living with strong
vestiges of an Appalachian culture that was already fading in other parts of the region.
Carr Creek students were watching television sets with hilltop antennae, but many still
milked cows, hoed com,. killed hogs, canned
vegetables with their mothers, rode horses,
plowed with mules, attended pie socials and
waded in clean creeks.
There is material in memoirs provided by
players and cheerleaders to explore how this
vanished tableau fit into their school experience

and basketball, but Miller does not. He does,
however, offer this insight into one of the culture's benefits:
"I don't care what other people think - but
if you haven't hoed com on a rocky hillside
with an abundance of copperheads nearby, then
you have no conception of hard work."
After the 1928 season, the local post office,
Dirk, changed its name to Carr Creek, putting
the school officially on the map.
By 1956, there were about 225 students at
Carr Creek, including 110 boys, and the team
was playing in a refurbished gym built after
the 1928 season. There had been other changes,
too.
A Louisville newspaper article reprinted by
Miller said there were still no phones in Carr
Creek, but that its fans were "inclined to feel
proud when desegregation is mentioned.
"The Indians, you see, have two black boys
this season and everything is working out just
fine," the Courier-Journal reported. "They are
Don Williams and James Higgins. Neither is on
the first team, but Williams could make the
first 10. According to Coach (Morton) Combs,
both are fine, cooperative boys and so far fans
have been very receptive."
Williams became the first black player to
play with whites in a Hazard gym, although his
name does not appear on Carr Creek's state
tournament roster.
·
Miller does not track that issue, but he does
point out that the state tournament was desegregated a year later in 1957.
Here is an opportunity to examine why an
era of dominance in the state tournament by
white mountain kids with nothing else to do
was soon replaced by black city kids with no
place else to go, but Miller does not go there.
He does go on, and on, about student rituals
on "the Hill" at the "Old Indian Gathering
Ground" and the fact that two Carr Creek basketball players, Maggard and E.A. Couch, fathered two University of Kentucky football .
players.
·
But he never gets around to answering
some interesting questions he raises.
No one adequately explains, for instance,
why it was left to Hazard, 22 miles away in another county, to welcome home the new state
champions that year when the Knott County
seat, Hindman, was just 12 miles from "the Hill."
Miller does point out vaguely that, yes,
Hindman was a major rival and that, by the
way, Carr Creek supporters remodeled its old
gym with very little help - a $5,000 contribution - from the Knott County school board.
But this is information a reader must pick
for himself, piece by piece, from Miller's project.
It's easier just "to look" at the cover.

•

Lee Muelkr is a reporter for the HeraldLeader's Paintsvill,e bureau in &lstem Kev,,tucky.
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Local Trivia

Early History
■ March ,Madness

was not a term
;usecl 50 yean ago but is the term
used today fo'ti.the:cN.G.A:.A. bas~
ketball -tournament held annually
in March.
THE MOREHEAD NEWS, DECEMBER 1, 2006 .

.

Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State University Librarr
director and
a retired
minister.

.

M orehead M emories:
Morehead's March Madness 1956
Yankees baseball team. But
in 1956 the town and the
gown were caught up in the
madness of the N.C.A.A.
basketball tournament. At
that time only 32 teams
were selected to come to
the "big dance", and Morehead's Eagles were among
that number.

Br JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead

News

"'I am not mad most noble
Festus, but speak forth the
truth." (Acts 26:25)

.

The Rowan County Time
Capsule buried May 28,
1956 on the campus of
MSC was opened on Oct.
21, 2006, which is about
the time of year that the
sounds of basketballs
bouncing on hardwood reverberate throughout our
community and campus. It
is also the time of hope for
a successful basketball season at Morehead State University and dreams of
reaching the N.C.A.A. Basketball Tournament known
as March Madness.
There was one small
news item unearthed in the
time capsule called "The
Bell", written by-Billie tloe
Hall, which brought back
memories of perhaps Morehead State's -greatest year
on the hardwood. It also
necessitated a great deal of
research to come up with
Morehead's March Madness -1956.
A "magic" year for MSC
basketball
March Madness was not
t term used 50 years ago
,ut is the term used today

"

In 1956, MSC's Dan Schwartz scores two points (no.
14) during the NCAA tournament. He averaged 28.6
points per game all year and averaged 33 per game
in the NCAA tourney. He later played in the NBA for
Cleveland and Boston.

for the N.C.A.A. basketball
tournament held annually
in March. Looking back 50
years ago, Morehead State

College had what could be
called the greatest basketball team in the school's
history. That year the Ea-

Eagles played 21 of 29
games away
It was a magical time in
the high-flying Eagles'
hardwood history. This
writer was a part time student that year and had a
class under Coach Bobby
Laughlin. Coach Laughlin
was gone a lot and I did
not realize until I began researching this article, that
the Eagles played 21 of the
29-game schedule that year
on the road. It was Morehead's first year playing as
a major college and they
· s infamous frei ht train bell weighed 250 pounds had to play in such places
G
town Washingand was hau ed. on a rairer y - ~l:.'"'- '"'ampus C-lub
members to all of MSC's NCAA tournament games in ton, D.C.), Miami (Florida)
1956. They had to buy a ticket to get it into the arena. and Cincinnati. Also, the
It clanged once for each MSC free throw and twice usual grueling Ohio Confor a field goal. With MSC averaging 95 points per ference games were sched· game, it created a lot of noise and controversy. Short- uled with Western Murray,
ly after that the NCAA banned artificial noisemak- Louisville, Eastern and
Tennessee Tech. Many of
ers.
the big name schools would
gles had two All Americans professionally in the N.B.A. not even schedule Morehead, let alone come to
Actually Steve Hamilton
on the same team, Dan
Schwartz and Steve Hamil- also played professional
baseball with the New York
ton. Both went on to play
Se.e HISTORY on D-2
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Morehead to play. Also the
new Laughlin Fieldhouse
had not been completed.
Almost without a home
court (old Button Gymnasium), the high-flying Eagles
still amassed a record 21
wins and 9 losses, scoring
2,782 points. They averaged 95.9 per game, which
made them the highest
scoring team in the history
of N.C.A.A. basketball at
the time. This writer later
moved to Florida in 1958
Bobby Laughlin, MSC's
and believe me, Morehead
colorful
basketball
College was well known
coach, 1956.
there, especially in Miami
after Morehead had beaten
t~em there. (Coach Laughhead. Also, he was the
lm mentioned in his class
unanimous choice for all
that after beating Miami
tournament team and the
on their home court, they
most valuable player in the
refused to honor their com- N.C.A.A. Regional Tournam,i tment to come to Morement in Iowa City.
head to play.)
The high-flying Eagles of Eagles win OVC and a
1956 had a well-balanced
trip to the N.C.A.A.
team. They had height:
The climate of the seaSteve Hamilton (6'8"),
son of 1956 was the Eagles'
Bernie Shimfissel (6'9")
entry into the N.C.A.A.
plus Keleher and Hill both
tournament. After tying
6'7". They had ball hanwith Western and Tendling skills as well as speed nessee Tech for first place .
and more speed. Guards
in the Ohio Valley ConferGaunce and Tolle led their
ence regulal" season, Morefast break. As the scores in- head drew a bye in the
dicated, Coach Laughlin's
O.V.C. playoff. Western
philosophy was "run and
Kentucky beat Tennessee
gun". In one of his classes
Tech 84-80 and won the
Coach Laughlin said that
right to play Morehead.
he did not believe in a lot
The championship game
of passing-only just enough between Morehead and
to get a shot of the transiWestern was played before
tion game.
5,000 at the Jefferson
County Armory. The lead
Schwartz and Hamilton
changed several times but
lead team
Morehead .emerged &n top
In 1956 the Eagles had
of an exciting 84-80 score.
Dangerous Dan "Tobacco
(The same score that WestChewing" Schwartz. Dan
ern had beaten Tech.)
was only 6'4", he played
Schwartz led the scoring
center and had a soft pair
with 22, followed by Tolle
of hands and could shoot
20, Hamilton 14 and
under pressure. He had
Gaunce 12.
been recruited by Adolph
In March 1956, the EaRupp and played one year
gles of Morehead State
· at the University of Kenmade their first appeartucky. His senior year was
ance in the N .C.A.A. Tourat Morehead. Dan
nament. Their opponent
Schwartz a native of Owwas then old nemesis Maringsville, broke the MSC
shall, a team they had
record, and was the third
beaten twice during the
·hignest scorer in the nation regular season 102-89 and
with an average of 28.6 and 108-83. All the sports anaa total of 828 points that
lysts said it would be diffiyear.
cult for Morehead to win 3
In three years at More'in a row against Marshall.
head, Dan Schwartz proved But again the Eagles were
himself the most prolific
victorious 107-92 with Danscorer in Kentucky basketgerous Dan Schwartz scorball history with 1925
ing 39, Hamilton 25, and
points in seventy games
were a terror on the backand a career average of
boards. The combined score
27.5 per game and he
of 199 points was a record
scored 97 points in three
for two teams in an
N.C.A.A. Tournament
N.C.A.A. Tournament game
games. Also, he gained
for many years.
many All Star and All
American honors at More-
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MSC NCAA tournament team, 1956.
MSC lost to big ten
champ
·
Morehead's next opponent in the tournament
was Big 10 champion Iowa
at Iowa City. The winner
0noN~
h~d the right to play the
C-ffltre .
iJI
mighty Kentucky Wildcats.
,s
That game was a wild one
with four of Morehead's big
'2
guns fouling out, Schwartz
T ~ Tech
11
Mumtil ·
. .
Hamilton, Keleher and
'
102
Shimfissal. The Iowa home
Mu.m y
.9 7
.,,,,.. en.:
111
crowd pelted the Morehead
Vili1'etdlf
fans with cups and ice. It
I.ouudlo
k
was a game that saw
Middle Tmnes~
Adolph Rupp, Kentucky's
9Q
legendary coach, sit for a
,ao
time on the Morehead
.:l'.f.i.i:tt~,Y. .
bench and meet with them
Unioil
iH
in the locker room to offer
Wtsut~ .i.C,1•
them encouragement.
~llarmine
103
Mmhail
Morehead lost 97-83 as
108
Schwartz scored 20 and
Hamilton and scored 19.
The game was so poorly
MSC 1956 basketball schedule.
officiated it almost iot out
of control. The 15,000 Iowa
no means was the end of
fans and media asked if
his basketball career. He
Morehead played on an
played in the N.B.A. for
outdoor court. Because of
several years with the
the officiating, Coach
Cleveland Cavaliers and
Adolph Rupp announced
the
Boston Celtics.
his team would not play
Dan once told this writer
the., next night if they had
that he and George Steinthe same officiating crew.
breiner, the owner of the
In the consolation game
Cleveland Cavaliers at that
Morehead defeated Wayne
time,
argued for a month
State· 95-84 with Schwartz
over
a
$25 a week increase
scoring 30 and Hamilton
12, Tolle 12 and Gaunce 12. in his salary the next year.
Steinbreiner, today known
That game ended Moreas "The Boss" and owner of
head State College's sucthe New York Yankees, ficessful season of 1955-56.
nally agreed to the $25 a
Schwartz and Hamilton
week increase when Dan
were accorded singular
~onors for outstanding play threatened to "hold out."
Today the payroll for the
m the tournament. Both
N.Y. Yankee's is around 200
were unanimous picks for
million annually. It seems
the.all tournament team
with Dangerous Dan select- Dan may have been born
50 years too soon.
ed as the Most Valuable
The 1956 basketball seaPlayer of the tournament.
son
was Morehead's first
(In this writer's opinion,
year
as a major college
Dan Schwartz was one of
team and was one of its
the greatest players in
.most successful years,
Morehead's hardwood hiswhen all of Morehead was
tory.) The Wayne Statecaught up in "March MadMorehead game· was the
ness."
end of Dan Schwartz's ca,reer at Morehead, but :_b.:.,
Y_._.----~~---------
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Thought '27
MHS Gym Was
One Of Best
Builder Even Visioned
College Games
Beiiig Played There
Morehead High and Consolidated School obtained a new
gymnasium in 1954 - one of
~astern_ K entucky's best, located·
on Flemingsburg Road .
. The new MHS is modern in,
every respect and built according to fun Spe!!cifications. But, 25
years from now, it may be outdated.
Before Morehead obtained its
new gym there was a communi~y flare -up with charges that
the old gym was a fire trap and
health m enace ; lacked showers
and was heated by pot-bellied
stoves ; and the floor was too
narrow. In fact, everybody
breathed easy when it was torn
·down-a good riddance of a community eye-sore.
But, in 1927 when work was
"started on the old MHS gym the
town fathers thought it a wonderful building and there · was
even talk that Morehead College
might play some of its games
there.
Here's what a December, 1927
J s~ue of the Rowan County News
had to say :
"Work began on Tue_sday
morning on the new gymnasium
a t the Public School, with the
surveying of the lot and the
· staking of the ground. The Coun ty Board · of Education voted
-unanimously at their meeting on
,Monday to erect the gymnasium
· imd appoint }tarlan Powers,
, ,Flem Reid and Jack Wilson as a
• ·commimttee to superintend the
construction.
·! "The building itself will be 100
· , feet long by 60 feet wide. It is to
be of frame construction, which,
as the funds become available
will in all probability be brick
veneered.
"The erection of the gymnas.ium at the public school is the
,culmination of a year's work on
the part of the citizens of More•
head. The first agitation was
• started over a year ago and plans
were completed to begin · the
work last year. Unfortunately at
that time a number of things
came up that prevented action
and th e Board of Education was
'forced to postpone the work.
1 However , when
a committee c,f
citizens wa ited on the Board at
their meeting on Monday, laying
before t hen'! .tht ~r , p lan s and

ONE ~F FINEST-In 192_9 residents of Morehead fo rmed an organization to raise money for a
nt:~ _high sc~ool gymnasmm. The frame structure was fine for that day, but came under sharp
cr1bc1sm durmg the J_>ast 10 years beca!-1se. it was outdated, a fire hazard, and a health menaee.
The Board of Education constructed this fme new gymnasium two years ago and razed the old
structure.
propositions, the board decid ed community and one which will
·unanimously to begin work at be s.e rved well by the new gym,
once. The plans are to h ave t he
"In addition to the gymnasium
building completed and ready proper the plans are to build a
for use by Jan. 1, 1923.
stage in one end of the build ing
"The committee on constru e- so that it may also be used fo r
tion has decided to contract the an auditorium.
work and to employ a fo reman
"The basketball court in the
to supervise construction. This n ew gym will be 80 feet long by
appears necessary if the building 50 feet wide, thus giving one of ,
is to be well built. On the other the largest courts in t he state.
hand they plan to use all the
"While the Boarp of Education
free labor possible in or der to h as agreed and voted to build
cut cost of construction to a the gymnasium, the plan is to
minimum. A number of the boys rq1ke the building p ay for itself,
of the . public school as well a s as · it can easily be made to do.
from the normal have offered Dr. F. C. Button, president of
their services to · be used w her- the Morehead S tate Normal
ever possible. The committee School has agr e~d, through t he
feels that these boys can dig athletic committee to rent the
ditches and drive nails · as well building on its completion, fo r
as a carpenter, and as their ob- the use of the normal school, unject is to save as much as possi- til their own gymnasium is built.
ble, they propose to utilize a ll This rental money will be apsuch labor. It is possible that plied to the cost of the building.
when the foundations are poured This county superintendetit aland the actual work of raising ready has a fund which was
the building is ready, they will raised last year and which will
plan to hold an old-fashioned be applied to the cost. It is also
"house-raising" such as w as h eld expected that through basketball
in 'the_pld . days. The committee• gnnes and entertainments whkh
feels that such an event w ould will be planned during the next
not only accomplish a great deal year that the greater part of the
of ,,~or k, -but . woul~ . also h ~lp . t_o . ~ost ma)'.· be paid.
'·
dev~lop a better com munity
"While the bullding, after it ;is
feeling.
paid for, will be avail able rent
"The building when finished •frf(t, fot any community ent r ~
will be amply large to accommo- prise cir entertainment, it is tl'le
date any community gat hering plan of the committee t o ch ar ge
and will. be used fo r that pur- a fee for any entertainmen t until
pose as well as for a gymnasium . the building has been paid fo f
A community hall has been one ' ''Wh ile no donations h ave bJd~
of t h e irn · rtan:t needs ~elf thi ?r, y.,ill ~ soticftftor the buiJd1µ~1 many qffers of assistaQ e
lrave been recehred. The citizl?flS
as a whole seem to feel that tl\e
e;'ection 9£ the gymnasium is ope
of the m st important steps thiit
has been taken to build up th1;
1
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FIRST BASKETBALL TEAM-This is probably the first
basketball team Morehead ever had. Date of picture is unknown. They pla~d in high collars and hats and a score of
9-8 was not unusual compared with the a verage 'Of 96 points
the Morehead Eagles scored this year.

Team USA, a member of the local girls'
softball league, met with several area

Denver Brown photo
veterans and dignitaries at Freedom Park
last week.

Team USA takes up the
cause, starts softball
se~s<;>n at CitY- Pa. r~k~-~
.=..:::.::

Sqµad meets with local
veterans at Freedom Park
By DENVER BROWN
Sports Editor
sports@moreheadnewsgroup.com

It looked like the Fourth of
July, Betsy Ross and the
Liberty Bell exploded from a

patriotic pinnate and into a
red, white and blue blizzard
all over Freedom Park at the
old courthouse last week.
· Decked out in brilliant redwhite-and-blue ball uniforms,
Team USA welcomed the

Denver Brown photo
Jack Ellis gets a hug from his granddaughter
..indsay Ellis. Ellis plays for Team USA.

reteran

opening of the local softball
season with a tribute to local
veterans. The players met
with several area dignitaries
and veterans of the American
armed services on the grounds
of the Morehead/Rowan
County veterans' memorial.
The softball squad, a
member of the seven-team
Morehead
.Recreation
Department girls' 11-16
league, posed for photos with
the
group,
introduced
themselves to the veterans
then joined hands around the
city flag pole and recited the
Pledge of Allegiance.
"I tell you what, these girls
were very excited and they
had a lot of pride, too,"
veteran Rodriey Gordon told
The Morehead News. "A few
years
ago, it seemed
patriotism was dead, we just
didn't have it.
"But this age group these
are the ones we need to instili
those feelings of pride. When
this group understands, they
are our future leaders coming
and they'll take it along with
them. This was just a great

See USA on B-3

Vlorelieacl lV. emorie~
t>eople ai;id Places
Morebead -Hirgb-Sch_o ol sports
hisfii,.cy arl IV
By Jack D. Ellis
1950 began a decade of
tional euphoria that reached
roughou t the length and
~adth of this nation. It was a
riod of post war growth, even
mgh our county was involved
a "Police Action" in Korea.
ung men were still being
1fted and sent to that unde1red war. But high school
)rts had converted to peace
1e levels and Morehead High
riool converted also.
Basketball was still the only
;er-scholastic sport at MHS.
,wever, because of the poor
ysical condition of many
llng men that entered WWII
:cept those involved in sports),
10ols began to emphasize
,re general physical education
· all high school students.
,wever at Morehead High
hool, the old gym on Second
:eet, built in 1927, was unac?table for general physical
ucation as well as a basketll arena. It was not suitable
cause there was no water,
~ssing rooms or heat (except
1r coal stoves).
School board says new
gym "doable"
In 1953, Mrs. Eunice Cecil
d school board members Fred
.lvert, Bethel Hall, Ivan
cook, Chester Kiser and Curt
wis made the decision to purase larid on Route 32 (adja1t to the elementary school)
· a new high school. Many
ople objected to th~t site
!ause they thought it was too
· out in the county. However,
e most critical need at that
1e was for a new gym because
my other high schools refused
schedule basketball games in
e old gym. Therefore, even
mgh the 1aster was falling
· the wal of the classroom
ilding,J.he heat.hur was ant·
ated (children had to wear
eir coats in the classrooms)
d the classroom building was
disrepair, the board decided
build the new gym first.
,tudents attempt to raise
funds for new gym
In 1952 a group of students

1

led by James Earl Davis and
Victor Ramey decided MHS
needed a new gym. They organized an alumni basketball
game to raise money to help pay
for a new gym. However, it was
not very successful because by
the time they paid the referee
they had made a total of $1.20.
Last d~ys of the Old
Red Barn
However by 1952 Morehead
High School no longer scheduled
their home basketball games in
the old "Red Barn" gym on Second Street. Other high schools
refused to play there. So in
1953 MHS with the cooperation
of MSC, played their home
games at the Button College
gym. However, that arrangement did not continue in 1954
and MHS played their home
games in the Farmers Elementary School gym. The MHS
graduating class of 1954 was the
last class to use the old "Red
Barn" tor their graduation exercises. However in 1955 the new
basketball arena opened on
Route 32 and West Sun Street
and that facility was used for
high school graduation exercises
and band practice, as well as
basketball games beginning in
1955. That site remained the
home of the Vikings basketball
team until they moved to their
new modern campus near the
Rowan Technical College on
North 32.
School board votes bonds for
new school and gym
In March 1954, Mrs. Eunice
Cecil, Rowan County's gritty,
dynamic and determined superintendent, received a new twoyear contract extension. She
immediately made the decision
to build a new MHS gymnasium. Mrs. Cecil was always one
who fou~ht hard for ~hose things

unsafe, unacceptable and a
blight on the Rowan County
educational system." The board
unanimously voted $244,000
bonds to construct a new
Clearfield Consolidated School
and a new Morehead High
School gym. Also an additional
$7,250 was voted by the board to
install new curtains on the stage
in the new gym to be located on
Route 32 and West Sun Street.
The new gym was completed in
1955, five years before the new
Morehead High School classroom building was completed.
The students were bused from
the old high school classroom
building to the new gym for
physical education and basketball practice.
Mr. Calvin Hunt was the new
MHS principal in 1955 and the ·
1955 basketball team was the
first team to schedule their
home games in the new gym.
This 1954 Morehead High School basketball team practiced in the Old Red Bari
Mr. Telford Gevedon was the
played their home games at the Farmers Elementary School gym. From left, fron1
coach. The team that year was
Sunnie Dulin, Manager, Clinton Lewis, Bobby Gee, Vernon Lambert, Roger Caudill.
young and inexperienced. They row: George Cox, Jimmy White, Jack Cox, Jimmy Moore, Chester White, Coach
had two seniors on the squad Gevedon.
and had a losing season. But
the future looked g.ood as the
young team gained experience.
New superintendent and
coach appointed by
school board
By 1956, Clifford Cassidy was
the new superintendent of the
Rowan County Schools. Also,
former All-American basketball
star Warren Cooper was
employed as the new coach of
the Vikings. Coach Cooper
began immediately to develop a
winning program. The 1955-56
basketball season saw the MHS
Viking win 15 out of their first
21 games. The basketball sports
camel was back in the• educational tent, and basketball was
again "king." The following
year, the Vikings won 14 out of
their first 18 games. The highlight of that season was the two
victories over arch rival Breckinridge. That season was especially "sweet" becaus e of the
1~

Therefore, for two years she
emphasized the need for a new
building at Clearfield and a new
Morehead High School gym.
Mrs. Cecil reported to the
board that the present Morehead High School gym "was
deplorable, obsolete, unsanitary,

• .. •
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Eaglets over the years.
,
Coach Warren Cooper builds
b asketball success
With the hiring of Coach
Cooper and a new basketball
arena, Morehead High School
became much more competitive.
Continued on P age C-~

The 1958 Morehead High School basketball team and cheerleaders. From left, row
Wanda White, Pat Morrison, Janice Caudill, Joyce Caudill, Patty Hosack, Sally Eld1
Ruth Mitchell, Phyllis Bowman, Margaret Messer. Row two: Warren Cooper, Ma1
Adkins, Billy Greenh ill, Ronnie Moore, Herbert Ramey, Jerry Marshall, Wayde J
David Markwell, Buddy Stidom. Row three: Bobby Hogge, Jackie Stevens, Jack
Matt Cassity, Jeff Adkins, Jimmie Crawford, Carl Caudill, Gene Bowen, J.B. Hall.
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Morehead Memories
Continued from Page C-1
The Rowan County elementary
schools developed basketball
teams. That resulted in a feeder
system with boys coming to high
school with some basic basketball experience. This writer's
first year of teaching was at
Elliottville in 1950. I was also
their first basketball coach.
Later on, two of my former players were on the high school team
(Clinton Lewis and Jimmy
Moore).
As the basketball program
grew, so did the cheer leading
program. There were more
cheer leaders, more players,
more boys and more athletic
boosters. The sports ,camel was
coming back strongly into the
educational tent. In the late
1950s, while classes were still
held in the old school building,
basketball was growing stronger
all the time.
One of the last sports teams
to wear the M for Morehead
High School was the 1958
Vikings. There were 15 boys on
that team and nine cheerleaders. That team won 15 of their
first 19 games. Their home
games were played in the new
gym, while the students attended classes at the old high school
building.
Last class graduated from
old high school building
In 1958, Superintendent Clifford Cassity and board members
Russell Barker, Curt Lewis,
Fred Calvert, Ernest Binion and
Sam Litton Jr. voted to begin
construction on a new high
school classroom building. The
building site was to be on Route
32 and West Sun Street. Also,
Russell Boyd was the new principal. After s·e veral construction
delays, the school was ready for
occupancy in the fall of 1961.
Therefore, the class of 1960-61
was the last group to attend
classes in the old high school
building.
Both faculty and students
suffered through years of poor
lighting, heating, plumbing,
crowded classrooms, lack of
library materials, falling plaster
and generally crowded conditions. The last year of Morehead High School, there were 75
seniors, 111 juniors, 105 sophomores, 149 freshmen, 142 eighth
graders and 26 faculty members. They all deserved special
recognition above and beyond
the call of duty. Even though
the seniors that year did not get
to move to the new classroom
building, everyone was anxious
to move into that new high
school building.
Athletic trophies present
problems in some schools
In 1972, this writer served on
the evaluation committee of the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools. That committee's
responsibility was to evaluate
Paul Blazer High School in Ashland for accreditation. During
that visit, the principal was
interviewed and one of the questions he was asked by the committee was· "What is .the biggest
problem you have at Paul Blazer
High School?" He paused for a
moment and responded, "The
biggest problem I have is what
to do with all of the athletic trophies won at this school. There
is not space enough to display
all of them, and just as sure as
we remove one of the trophies
and store it in the attic, an
alumnus will come in for a visit
and demand to know where the
trophy was that he helped to
win for dear old Paul Blazer

High."
Athletics and academics can
work hand in hand
Morehead High School never
had that problem. But if you .
asked school administrators
today what are their greatest
problems, they would probably
say school safety, paper work
and discipline in the classroom.
Also, because of the very magnitude of school athletics and the
large number of students
involved, there are many problems today. Since so many
young people today are involved
in so many different school
sports, the sheer numbers
require a large percentage of the
school's resources and organization. The sports camel has
entered the educational tent,
and will probably neve·r be dislodged again. But that is not all
bad. However,. like any other
part of the school program, if
not kept in proper perspective, it
can get out of control.
Academics are the most
important aspect of our school.
Athletics should not dominate
academics. But athletics are
vital to a well-rounded healthy
student. Today there are too
many high school couch potatoes. Those students need to get
off their couches and get
involved in some physical activity. That will help them to
improve their academic progress
and help them to be better
adjusted citizens in the real
world.
Brief review of MHS sports
Morehead High School
opened its doors to three students in 1921. The s:ports .program began in 1925 With a boys
basketball team named the
Black Cats. There were eight
players and they played on an
outdoor cinder court.
By 1927, there was a new
gymnasium and a girl's basketball team named the Tabbies.
There were eight girls on the
team and they played their
games before the boy's game.
By 1929, there was a boy's football team, the Black Cats.
By 1934 , girl's basketball
ended as a high school sport in
Kentucky. It was considered too
strenuous for young ladies.
Girls basketball would not
return to the high school scene
in Kentucky until 197 4. Football ended at Morehead High
School in 1939 and would never
return to MHS. (However,

Coach Paul Ousley resurrected
football at Rowan County High
School in 1962. He had some
very competitive teams.)
Coach Roy Holbrook had several successful teams during the
1920s and 1930s. However,
MHS sports was not very successful during the 1940 war
years. In 1956, Coach Warren
Cooper brought new energy and
enthusiasm to MHS basketball.
He was extremely successful
during his tenure in Morehead
and elsewhere. He was the last
coach at Morehead High School
and first coach at Rowan County
Senior High School. (Why do
they call the school Rowan
County Senior High School?
Are there Junior High Schools
anywhere in Rowan County?)
Coach Cooper now is retired and
active on his farm. He is proudest of the many players he has
coached who went into coaching
and teaching.
After all, the influencing of
young people is the most
rewarding part of teaching and
coaching. Sports fulfilling their
proper role of supporting education by building character,
teaching sportsmanship and
teamwork, are important
aspects of education. , However,
today there seems to be so many
sports activities competing for
time that the sports camel is
about to crowd out education
from the education tent.
Last MHS graduates leave
heritage to the new Rowan
County High School
Morehead High School existed for 40 years (1921-1961). It
was the first high school in
Rowan County and a major
influence on the lives of thousands of young people. In 1961,
it was replaced by Rowan County High School. Just as the
Morehead Normal School was
the foundation for Morehead
State University, Morehead
High School was the foundation
for Rowan County High School.
The last publication of "The
Viking" by the last class to graduate in the old Morehead High
School said it well:
"Our school with its friendt,. walls holds fond memories of
happy hours, cherished friendships, serious endeavors and
lasting achievement. We, the
last class to graduate from the
old building, are happy to complete our courses within these
walls we entered four years ago,

for there is a spirit and a tradition that lingers and permeates
each nook and corner. We feel
we have helped to establish
more firmly everything for
which the school stands. We
hope that the highest tradition
of our school will become the
common heritage of the new
Rowan County High School. It
is with this thought that we give
to you, our successors, the passport to the future."
Almost another 40 years have
passed since those words were
written as a challenge to the
new Rowan County High School.
RCHS has since moved to a new
modern campus with facilities,
programs
and
services
undreamed of by the old Morehead High School students. But
the challenge still remains, and
the torch has been passed to a
new generation of students - you
the present students of RCHS
have been given a torch to light
your was and a "Passport to the
Future." It is up to you to use
that passport as a ticket to success in the next millennium.

These lovely 1954 cheerleaders cheered the Vik
the Farmers Elementary School where their ho~
were played that year. From, left: Betty Hun
Ellington, Joyce Hall, Virginia Anglin.

MHSCoaches
1925-1961
Warren Lappin
Denny Caudill
Austin Riddle
Roy Holbrook
"Feets" Daugherty
"Moose" Zackem
Fred Caudill
"Shorty" Wiggins
Telford Gevedon
Roscoe Hutchinson
Warren Cooper
Zane Collins

hools Ce
.to get an
le Caudill
lvinHunt

New Morehead High School gym opened in 1954-55 school year. . Later changed
County High School gym.
.

CAREER SALES 0PPQRT

1.

r

This 1957 Cooper coached team had an extremely successful season in their new gym
Left.to right: Ronnie Pierce, Johnny Moore, Herbert Ramey, Jerry Marshall, J.B. Hall:
David Markwell, Wayde Jones, Ronnie Moore, Billy Greenhill Billy Bowman Carl
Caudill, Dorsey Hardin, Coach Cooper.
' ---'
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Historian, former coach reflects on little league's 50 vears:·
,

my boss, Clava Clayton's son
Tommy was playing, so I
agreed to coach.
Ronnie Back, one of my
Morehead Memories
players when I coached the
Little League 1953
"Pony" League team of boys
ages 12-15 two years earlier,
The first Little League was my assistant. John Collis
teams were organized in wa·s one of the first umpires.
Morehead in 1953. As a
The season opened on
former college and Bluegrass Saturday with all of the
League player, I was prevailed player_s leading a parade down
upon to coach the Yankees. I · Main Street to the ball field
really did.q.'t want to, but I was behind the elementary school
working at the Post Office and on West Sun Street. Since I

By Jack Ellis

Special to
The Morehead News

I

had to work on Saturday until
noon, I could not make the
parade, but did get to the park
before the game started.
WMOR broadcast the
parade and all of the game.
Bill Pierce, one of my players
on the youth team two years
earlier, and John Duncan
broadcast all Little League
games live. They also "ad
libbed" all of the commerch:1ls
that sponsored the game live.
One of them would go around
town on the morning of the
game to drum up sponsors of
the game.
It cost $30 to sponsor the
complete game on one
occasion. Harvey Tackett,
who ran an Ashland Oil
Station, agreed to sponsor the
complete game and John and
Bill kept talking about the
good Haviland Oil you could
Denver Brown photo
ittle League players this
buy at Harvey Tackett's.
sported
a
After the game, Harvey ·s ummer
ommemorative patch on
came over to them and said:
"You boys did a good job their jerseys marking the
0th anniversary.
announcing the game, but just
one thing - I don't sell
layer, "What's the score?"
Haviland Oil. I sell Valvoline
he reply was 27-0. Sonny
Oil."
aid, "Which team is ahead?"
John
Sonny
Allen,
he reply was they are.
Morehead State College
onny said, "I'm sorry." But
Baseball Coach, arrived at the
e cheerful reply was, "That's
game late and walked into one nk, we haven't been to bat
of the dugouts and asked a
et."

•

Stephanie Davis photo
Littl~ League president Jim Tom Trent (left) and local
Kiwanis president Bill Shely display the partnership's
50th anniversay of youth-league baseball in Morehead.

•
Denver Brown photo
Morehead Mayor Brad Collins, a former player in the
local Little League, met with several original Kiwanis
members who started sponsoring the leagues back in
1953.
,,
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Senior

From B-1

shuffleboard, lawn bowling,
softball throw, football throw,
basketball spot shot, freethrow shooting and threepoint shooting.
Individual winners from the
2003 local Senior Games;
Carol Keller (eight gold, four
silver), Ruth Caudill (one gold,

three silver, three bronze),
Carla Sprague (eight gold, two
silver), Cecil Oldfield (two
silver, one bronze), Hedy
Gruehinger (six silver), David
Masters (one gold, three
silver), Carl Albright (two
bronze), Ivan Hinton (one
gold), Della White (one gold),

Mary N eals (two gold), Tracy
Fannin (seven gold, one
silver), Dorothy Moore (two·.
silver, two bronze), Nell
Caudill (two gold, four silver,
two bronze), Jean Brown (five·
gold, three silver, two bronze),'
Warren Plank (one gold, one'
sliver), Ruth Staton (two'
bronze), Mary McRoberts (two
gol~; four silver, two bronze),'.
Millie Kreitzer (10 gold, three
· silver), Mary Barker (five gold,
two silver, four bronze),
Margie Roberts (three gold,'
six silver), Helen Kline (one,
gold, two silver, two bronze),
Harold Ellington (two gold,
one silver), Walter Forman'.
(two gold, four silver, foui
bronze), Mabel Forman (seven:
gold, three silver, one bronze);
Candy Matthews (three.silver~
five bronze), Dallas Fraley uf:
·gold), Mary Oldfeld (four gold,::
five silver, two bronze), Grace:'
Amburgey (six gold, two,
silver, one bronze), Barbara ·
Amburgey (one gold, one
silver, two bronze), Betty ·
Crawford (five gold, four
silver, two bronze), Virginia
Roseberry (three silver, three
bronze), Phyliss Bradford (one
gold, two silver, two bronze),
Lawrence Estep (one silver,
one bronze), Margie Flora (five
gold, six silver), Doris Jean
Caudill (four gold, one silver),
Dorothy Hinton (one silver),
Grace Curtis (one silver, four
bronze), Glenn Hall (one gold,
two silver, two bronze), Mary
Jo Clark (two gold, two silver),
David Davis (four gold, six ,
silver), John Wallace (two
gold, four silver,
one bronze),.
, .,__,

.
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BEAT GRAYSON!

" •

We Know You Can Do IT!

.

PLAY BALL.

PROGRAM
MOREHEAD· HIGH
VS

PRlCHARD HIGH
October 26, 1929
MOREHEAD,

KENTUCKY

COLLEGE FIELD
REM:AINING HOME GAMES
Nov. 2 .. .... ..... ... .... ..... ...... ..... ....... .... ... ......... ... ....... .... ..... .... Olive Hill High
Nov. 8 ....... .. ... ... .......... .. ..... .:.. ....... :........ .. ...... ...... .. .... .. Boyd County High
Nov. 15 ...... ... .. .......... .... .... .. ... ....... ,\. ........ .... ........ ... .... .... .... .. Greenup High

YEA, TEAM-WIN THIS GAME
MEET WITH THE -CROWD, AFTER THE GAME AT .THE

EAGLES · .NEST

SANITARY BARBER ·SHOP
BEAT 'EM CATS! WE ARE BETTING ON YOU.

SANITARY BARBER SHOP
,~u..•..•..•.:•=:~•.£.........:...:-::=~•=:.::•::•::•
.......::•=~~~::-=~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::,
::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::~
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Golde's Dept. Store

le
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have been giving US.

Caskey
A. Barber

i:

We Appreciate the Patronage you

MOREHEAD

If
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:

·:
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lg
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rt or c

re

C. Caudill
Hackney

le or lg

W. Caudill

e

E. Barber

qb

F. Cassity

qb or hb

Robinsvi\

~n~-

-

Evans

f.b

Jayne

fb or qb
1 hb

Prichard
Honaker
Hall
Tatum
_ A. CassitY:
F. Caudill
Trumbo
Adams
Roberts
Bozardt

hb
g or t
tor g
g or t
e
g

t
t
g or t

MODEL LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING
CALL 116.
WE DO THE WASHING AND CLEANING

or t

McKINNEY SHOE--~ SHOP ·
EXPERT SHOE REPA IRING

t!

H

GRAYSON

ii

"7

Malone

ff

Smothers

ft
:·,

Wolford

.s-,
:·,
:.,i:

Black

s.:

Huff

,. ii~!

Perkins
Watson

GRAYSON,

fi

Criswell
Carwood

WlN FROM
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Whitt

.a

CATS

I:·,''i

And Trade At

iff
I

Rupert
Booth
Nickels
J. Watson
Prichard
Burton
Landers

t

i·

lore head 11

!'

trayaon

I

12

I

12

13

i

14

:::
fl:·,

14

:1:·I

ii

Blair Bros. & Co.

ff

·Clean Athletics Help .
COLLEGE SHOPPE li Make Clean Men ·
i i ·Support Your School
FIGHT - CATS - FIGHT
i:I

I ana Help Make Men!
ft

::,

Service ·:Barber-Sltop

.AND
Beauty Shoppe
Women's and Children's
I

HAIRCUTTING -Our Speciality

BRAYFIELD'S DRY GOODS COMPANY
For Snappy Dreases, Coats, Footwear, Hosiery, Furnishings.
1

"Sn~ppy Styles"

CITY HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
"COURTEOUS TREATMENT AT FAIR PRICES"

~ YEA GREEN! PUT UP S01\1E FICHT
· mciSSi~ ·
ALF CASKEY, Proprietor.
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FORD SALES & SERVICE
Midland Trail Garage -
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By · KEN TAYLOR, As$istant Sports Editor
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, lim Rose·'s Long Schedules Play
.' Victory March for Olive Hill
One of the most unusual records in the basketball coaching history of Kentucky has been .made and still is being
made by Jimmie Rose of Olive Hill.
When Jimmie took over the Comets in the 1943-1944
season, he was the youngest coach in Kentucky and he took
his team to the semi-finals of the
State tournament.
That year he finished ' the season with a record of 37 victories
and or.ly 10 defeats, two of them
in the state meet.
Last year the Comets were
beaten by Breckinridge Training
in th e fir st r ound of the regional
tourney, but even so they won 30
games and lost 14.

Kentucky Conference, with, of
course, the p ossibility of playing
in the final t ournament. Then
will come the district tournament
and likely the regional and possibly the state.
Thus_far, Olive. Hill has beaten
Webbv1lle, Salt Lick and Sharpsburg twice each, Carter City,
V a n c e b u r g, Salyersville and
Grayson, while losing two tilts,
1 0 AND 2
scorin g 522 points to their oppoIn the first 13 games cf this nents' 296.
year, the . Comets have won 10
and lost two, bowing 33-31 to Dawson Going Again
Hitchins in an overtime and to
Dawson Springs, which came
West Liberty 33-28 and 36-35.
Thus Rose's record at Olive Hill out of the Second Region t o the
is 77 victories and only 27 losses. state tournament last year and
Jimmie's long schedules have the year before, is on the m arch
been discussed man y times by again. The Panthers have won
coaches and sportsw riters , but seven games and lost only to CenJimmie h as his ow n p h ilosophy tral City, runner-up to Male High
for the 1945 title. ·
of coaching, which h,:
Crofton, Hanson, ' Earlington,
"Experience is wha t coun ts, so
why not let the boys get t w o Mor tons Gap, Frnnce~ and Kutyear's experience in one season? tawa have fallen befote the PanActual games will do it quicker thers this season. Paul Stevens
is back again coaching th em.
than practice."

BETTER GAMES
Jim, accor ding to m ::n who
know the history of Olive Hill
basketball, is the first coach to
prepare for the Comets a really
tough schedule. His policy is
"More and Better Games for
Olive Hill."
He has 25 m ore regularly
scheduled games ·on this season's
program and the chances ar e that
he will have another 40-game
year before t he state t ournament.
The Comets will play in the
sectional meet of the Eastern

**

*

Daviess Beaten Early
Daviess County, which w ent
undefeated until the regional
final last year, with a record of
26 victories, are shut of that
"unbeaten" strain early this year,
The .P.anthers got off to a flying start with a 52-27 win over
West' Lquisville, but were not too
impressive in beatin'g St . Francis
of Owensboro 32-30.
Then came the College High

JIMMIE ROSE,
"More and Better Games."
game and the pressure of not
having lost a r egular-season game
in two years, w ent off. The Cardinals handed Daviess County its
worst trouncing in three years
by 34-21.
T he Panthers h ave only one
returning letterman, Don Lashbrook. Sin ce last May, two regulars have entered the Army, two
the Navy and two graduates hav e
enr olled at Western K en tucky .
I'm indebted t o '.Rober t Lee
Sinclair of Ow ensb oro for all th is
informati on on the P anthers,

***

Skipping About
K entuckians look out for their
basketball t eams. Charles John son, a studen t at E astern Kentucky, sends in the schedule for
Virgie High, saying t h at he'd noticed other s c h e d u 1 e s in
the paper and wanted Virgie's to see the light of
day in pr int • , • With Givens,

much improvement and
reserve strength, Beaver c
served notice. The Beav,
their first four games b
margins. •'.
Ty Holland at Muri:ay
his starting five, but h
lettermen-Furgerson, Fa1
Thurman, so he expects to
fair team by the middle
season. . . • Burgess ..B.o'
in about the same kind 0at Pikeville, all 1945 n .
gone, and facing an exti
tough schedule. . . . With.
lettermen, John "Teeney" f
at North Middletown exp,
do as well this year a. las1
his team won 23 games a1
only five. The boys have
7 ½ miles every practice
Little Rock gymnasium. T
termen are Bill Williams,
Bramel, Clarence Kinkle,
Wasson, Joe Banton, Wood
Daniels and Ira Florence.
Four veterans are misf
Morgan, but Richard Guli,
ginning his seventh season
school, is counting on ha
.500 percentage season. H
erans are Junior McCantlle
land Jenkins, Billy Bro
Russell Jones, Carl Hamilt,
Ralph Simpson. , . . Maj,
Hanson, with 20 years of t
ence as assistant at Mille
Military, has four lettermer
They are Whitehead,
Workman and Mains .•• • f
Pardo, starting at Lancaste
an inexperienced squad wit.
one regular from last seasc
three other lettermen. More
ising prospects are ·John 1V
ney, Carl Duerson, Willian;
der, Winfred Broadus, Cecl
ers, Elwood Bryant, Bobby
Virgil Horseman, Leroy Va1
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KY Native Is Oldest College
Basketball Player Ever
The oldest active player
in the history of college basketball has encountered a lot
of celebrities over the last
few months.
But the one person Ken
Mink would most like to
meet has yet to step forward.
In 1955-56, the native of
the tiny Perry County town
of Vicco in eastern Kentucky
was a star player for Lees Junior College in Jackson.
At the start of his sophomore season, Lees opened
up their brand new gym with
an upset of the University of
Kentucky freshmen, led by
future UK all-star Johnny
Cox.
Mink had 16 points, and
the son of a coal miner was
displaying skills that could
earn him a scholarship at a
four-year school.
But six games into the
season, he was kicked off the
team and out of school after
being accused of spraying
shaving cream in his coach's
shoes and office.
Mink has always maintained his innocence.
Sitting at a table in a
Shoney's restaurant in Harriman, Tennessee last week,
Mink told his story after returning from his second trip
to the buffet bar.
"My getting kicked out
of school was very unfair because I simply didn't do it,"
he said.
"I told them I didn't even
shave. And even ifl had done
it, the punishment was unjust. There were guys caught
with girls in their rooms after midnight who didn't get
kicked out of school."
The old story has received renewed interest since
October of last year when the
resident of Farragut, Tenn.,
decided he wanted to go back
to school and finish what he
started.
As a member of the
senior Olympics team, the

"He's not a freak of nature
beating Father Time," Nesbit
this, and if people see that a
told the Knoxville News-Sen73-year-old guy can get out
tinel. "There's no special diet.
People pull for him because he there and play at this level,
looks like a 73-year-old man. If maybe they'll realize they at
people stay active and healthy, a least can get off the couch and
so something ....play golf.. .
lot could do what he's doing."
Working hard and staying walk, or whatever.
He has received hunactive has never been a problem
dreds of emails from people
for the globe-trotting Kentucky
congratulating him on his
native.
He has earned dozens of accomplishme~s and letting
him know he has been an inhonors and stayed in shape
while participating in golf, snow spiration to older people.
Another aspect of college
skiing, hiking and basketball.
He has even tried hang gliding in which Mink finds himself
setting a good example in is
off Lookout Mountain.
"I can't remember a week academics.
Even long bus rides that
in my life where I didn't take
sometimes find the team not
part in some sport," says Mink.
During pre-season condi- returning to campus until 4 or
5 a.m. on weekdays haven't
tioning drills, Mink was clocked
kept Mink from earning B's
at 6.6 seconds in the 40-yard
and possibly an A ("I'm still
dash while all his teammates
waiting on the results of one
finished under five. He also
discovered his 30-inch vertical test,") for his first semester
classes.
leap in high school had fallen
The most senior member
to 20.
Although he feels the game of any team in the history of
college hoops isn't sure where
is "about 90 percent the same"
as when he played in the 1950s, his athletic and academic ache marvels at the speed and complishments will take him,
but he's grateful for the ride
abilities of today's players.
"Back in my high school he's had already.
As editor of The Traveland college days, I never saw
ing Adventurer Magazine, he
anybody dunk in a game," he
and Emilia plan to see more
says.
Mink has also had to adjust of the world.
And next basketball seato modem basketball lingo coming from his teammates, eight of son he expects to be back
on the court for the Smokey
whom are African-Americans.
"When they say, 'Come Mountain Papas, playing halfcourt 3-on-3 ball with people
here, dog,' .µid 'Gimmie the
rock,' I just usually call them by much closer to his age.
Meanwhile, the couple
their first names," says Mink.
is staying busy with appearThe 6' 1" rookie has gotten into five of Roane's first 16 ances on TV shows such as
Regis & Kelly, Today, Conan
games and knocked down three
of four free throw attempts. He O'Brien, CBS Evening News,
is O for 3 on field goals, but andESPN.
Ken has also signed with
notes "They've all been close."
Nearly everyone, includ- a literary agent in New York
ing teammates and supporters City to write a book about his
experiences, and negotiations
of opposing teams, pull for him,
but his biggest fan in the stands . are underway for a movie.
According to Mink,
is his wife, Emilia, 68.
She wore a retro cheerlead- ESPN is planning a lengthy
segment on him and is in the
er outfit to the season opener,

Cox.
Mink had 16 points, and
the son of a coal miner was
displaying skills that could
earn him a scholarslµp at a
four-year school.
But six games into the
season, he was kicked off the
team and out of school after
being accused of spraying
shaving cream in his coach's
shoes and office.
Mink has always maintained his innocence.
Sitting at a table in a
Shoney's restaurant in Harriman, Tennessee last week,
Mink told his story after returning from his second trip
to the buffet bar.
"My getting kicked out
of school was very unfair because I simply didn't do it,"
he said.
''I told them I didn't even
shave. And even ifl had done
it, the punishment was unjust. There were guys caught
with girls in their rooms after midnight who didn't get
kicked out of school."
The old story bas received renewed int~rest since .
October of last year when the
resident of Farragut, Tenn.,
decided he wanted to go back
to school and finish what he
started.
As a member of the
senior Olympics team, the
Smokey Mountain Pap_as,
be had proven he could still
play,. but he knew that con,.. v~~~~ a ~cqP,Ql.to~ ~~Wl-:
an oppo,tumty 90,ul~ J>e .a
problem.
·
The semi- ·retired journalist sent letters ·out ' to .
coaches at several •schools..
within a reasonable driving
distance of his home.
Only one, Randy Nesbit
of Roane Community Cotlege, responded, offering the
white-haired grandfather a
chance to join the team as a
walk-on.
Nesbit, 50, a former
player and coach at The
Citadel; says he has trouble·
saying no to deserving peopie willing to work bard at
achieving their goals. ·
. The leader of Roane for
the past 17 years was also influenced by his new recruit's .
cond!-tioning.
'

in my life where I didn't take
part in some sport," says Mink.
During pre-season conditioning drills, Mink was clocked
at 6.6 seconds in the 40-yard
dash while all his teammates
finished under five. He also
discovered his 30-inch vertical
-leap in high school had fallen
to 20.
Although he feels the game
is "about 90 percent the ~ame"
as when he played in the 1950s,
·he marvels at the speed and
·1abilities of today's players.
"Back' in- my high school
~d college days, I never saw ·
anybody dunk in a game," be

Even long bus rides that
sometimes find the team not
returning to campus until 4 or
5 a.m. on weekdays haven't
kept Mink from earning B's
and possibly an A ("I'm still
waiting on the results of one
test,") for his first semester
classes.
The most senior member ·
of any team in the history of ·
college hoops isn't sure where
his athletic and academic accomplishments will take him,
but he's grateful for the ride
he's had already. ·
As editor of .The Traveling Adventurer Magazine, be
says.
.,,,
,. . / __ -'
. and Emilia plan, to see more
. Mink bas also bad to adjust . . of the wodd:
·
to modeni.bask~tball lingo coin~ .
And next basketball seaing from his teamin~tes,.eight of son he expects to be back
whom areAfrican-Americ~:
on the court for the Smo~ey
. "When ,,they .say~, ·:,~-c:;om.e Mountmn Papas, Pl,aying ba,lf;
·here; · dog,' ..~4 ~Qitpihie the court 3~n:.:J ball Wth people
loc1c,., I jusfusually call t}!erii by much closet to his age.
~their first names," says.'M'.ink.' ·
• . Meanwhile, the , couple:
The 6'1" rookie .h.$ got,_ is sta~ ,busy:.}Yith appearten into five of Ro~e~s tirst-16 ance~ on TV shows such as
games and knocked down three :Regis &:Kelly, Today, Conan
of four free throw attempts. He· O'Brien, CBS Evening News,
is O for 3 on field goals, but and ESPN. -~
notes "They've all been close."
Ken has also signed with
Nearly everyone, includ- a literary agent in New York
ing teammate~ and supporters City to write a book about his
of opposing teams, pull for him, experi~pces,,_ and negotiations
but his biggest fan in the stands • are ~erway for a movie.
is his wife,,I~mili~.68.
·
.
-Accor<fu.lg , to Miµk,
She wore a retro cheerlead- ESPN"is~planning a lengthy
er outfit. to the ,season open,~r,. " segi;_nent on him and is in the
complete with saddle shoes and process-. of making . contact
a poodle skirt. She even.held up with the.now9S-year-old cola sign that saip,, 1!~ p ,.;, e•~ jJ . lf ge. president. w.ho kicked
- 0ur-Medicar · .
, ,
..
ijim Th
.~
~~- , ! . f¢ ~ •
The man who once sco d '; .
. ere IS one;, '?t}i~r,~rso.11 , ,
17 points in a single quarter for who Mink hopes will come
Dilce Combs High School has forward in the wake of all the
set a goal of scoring .10 points · publicity .... whoever actually
this season:
did the soaping of the coach's
Getting open looks at the office.
basket hasn't been easy;
"With all this book and
"Seventy-three is seventy- moyie talk, I may be on the
three, and I can't expect to be threshold of making thouanywhere close to as good as sands of dollars," he says.
I once was, but I can stjll be a
"I'd like to meet the guy
threat, so they guard m:e ·tight,r
responsible for helping put
he says.
· ,·
me, in, this situation. At least
"Also, ,everywhere ~e go, take him out to dinner ...... if
they cameras are pointed ~t me, · he's still living."
and that can be intimidating." '
Columnist Don White
Mink, who says he cori- has served as editor at sever- · ·
siders himself "a 'preµf 'sgong. al Kenhic"fo' newwapers. His .
Christian," feels all the-attention Kentuclj,_ ; Traveler features
being focused on ~ ·can have are published throughout the
a positive effect on othecy.
state. Contaci him at dwhite@
· "I know it's thtough the tnekytraveler:com.
grace ·of God I'D} , al),le , to do

MOREHEAD MEMORIES: PEOPLE AND PLACES
EARLY MSU FOOTBALL AND THE "HAWG RIFLE"
BY
11 ( Ntt:
JACKD.ELLIS
J/12 0
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Early athletics at Morehead Normal School left little in the way of history. There
were basketball and baseball teams but few written records and very few photos survive.
In 1923 when the school became a State Normal School, and later a State College, a
Department of Physical Education ' 4 ~ablished. It was then that football, baseball and
track were formally established.
The first football team to represent Morehead State in an intercollegiate contest
was in the fall of 1924. (They had not yet even been named the "Eagles") Coach G.D.
Downing, Head of the Physical Education Department, was also the Coach. The players
were really inexperienced because it was the first time many had ever seen a football.
But what they lacked in talent and experience, they made up in enthusiasm and
determination.

I

I

As time passed Morehead' s Eagles became a football force to be reckoned with in
Kentucky. Such schools as the University of Louisville, the University of Cincinnati,
Eastern, Murray and Xavier began to appear on the schedule with Morehead being very
competitive.
In 1936 MSC hired Ellis Tuck Johnson as their new football coach. Ellis was
born in Morehead while his family lived next door to my grandfather. Ellis' father and

1

I

~

my grandfather were close friends and th,at how he got his name. Ellis was an
adventuresome child, and my grandfather told me a story about when Ellis was about
eight years old he climbed up on the well box and yelled at his mother and said, "Look at
me, Mom" and promptly jumped into the well. His mother screamed and fainted.
She didn't see young Ellis climb out of the bucket he had previously lowered a

\.l

rf)

few feet into the well and tied the rope to the well box. He had just jumped into the

f
bucket and was standing in the bucket holding to the rope. I'm sure this mother didn't _;;

. ~~t"

appreciate the joke.

When Ellis was about nine years old his family moved to Ashland where his

4
exploits in basketball, football and baseball became legendary. He attended the
University of Kentucky where he became an All American in football and basketball. He
was also an outstanding baseball player. Many years later in the late 1940s when this
writer was a member of the Morehead College Baseball team, some of us would play in

~~
the Bluegrass League in the summer. I played on one team whery(llis pitched a no
hitter. He was a natural athlete.
( I rz_._4;._,- f JI p.._ to )4-C
FU J.In 1936, Elhs rrst year as Morehead's football coac17with few returning veteran
players, was not given much chance for a su~cessful season. But surprisingly the Eagles
had a very successful season against much more experienced teams: (Morehead 7 Murray 14); (Morehead O - Georgetown O); (Morehead 6 -Union 6); (Morehead 7 Transylvania O); (Morehead 19 - Eastern 7); (Morehead 14 - Tennessee Tech O);

2

(Morehead 14 - Louisville 7). That was the fall this writer (then nine years old), along
with others, cheered the Eagles Sil from the top of a tree that grew near the east side of
the Jayne Stadi

-S:ttr._~ ~ ~.-ir1J1v- lh-tv-µJ/-lllj !Jtif{~
trot A-c ~
ol- or ~
~

Morehead and Eastern Kentucky have always been enthusiastic rivals in all sports,
but especially in football. In 1936, Ellis Johnson's first year at Morehead, members of
Morehead's Campus Club were talking about the University of Kentucky and the
~
.~ ~e.f\
University of Tennessee~ played annually for possession of the old~ bucket,
and Indiana and Purdue played annually for the right to keep a beer keg. (Both trophies
had the score engraved on the trophies). That year the members of the Morehead
Campus Club decided the Morehead - Eastern Football game should have a traditional
trophy for the winning team to keep each year.
The award decided upon was that annually the Morehead - Eastern gridiron
contest would be fought for possession of an old muzzle loading hog rifle. That "hawg
rifle" would then become the possession of the winning team until it was defeated by the
other school. Mountain lore of Eastern Kentucky is steeping with legendary stories and

Morehead President Babb and Eastern President Donovan were both enthusiastic
about the idea and promised hearty support~ project. The first game for control of
the "Hog Rifle" was played at Eastern October 30, 1936. The Richmond Club was

3

favored but Morehead spurred by the idea of not allowing Eastern to take first possession
of the trophy, won by a score of 19-7. With Eastern Stat~

e game late in the fourth

.44~
~~
~ Tim Wydnt returned a punt 99 yards to ~ e on what may

quarter, Moreheaa

l

still be one of the record runs for a touchdown.
'

,

'
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rom 193 - 1963 two generations of footbal players fought each fa~,for
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possession of the "Hawg Rifle." Morehead won for the first four years before Eastern
won in 1940-41. Football was discontinued during WW II (1942-1945), and resumed in
1945 when Morehead won 12-6. Eastern won in 1947 and 1948. The Eagles won in
1949 before Eastern won for eleven years. The Eagles reclaimed the trophy in 1960 with
a 21-9 victory, with Eastern winning in 1961. In 1962, Morehead shut out Eastern 6-0 in
brought the "Hawg Rifle" back to Morehead. In 1963 Eastern requested

a big upset

the traditional battle for the "Hawg Rifle" be discontinued. Therefore,..u
, it•·1111--♦1ee ~ ~
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f football prowess in Kentucky is now ·
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only a footnote in Kentucky sports lore.
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MOREHEAD MEMORIES - PEOPLE AND PLACES
MOREHEAD'S N - IL BOYS OF SUMMER
'

BY
JACK D. ELLIS
,r;-,~ -:,fr-£ ~ of,,
~ t~y 5 'r\..'-JJ b~ ~}1
ov.) )\J_ q ,~~
1 J '1)\..~
~ ~-ec ~ ~,a ~ ~ ,',.S)
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There was a time in our community when the "boys of summer" referred to grown

o/

s+~

men, who took time from their full-time jobs to play baseball. They had little time to
practice but they played sometime without even practicing. These local teams were
supported by the businesses in their community and the fans. At the games they would
pass the hat for donations to help support the team. They would talk all week about the
games coming up each Sunday.

rro
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In 1934, aseball was very much the talk of the town in Morehead. That was

f.>~t.

11
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when it was a game dominated by amateurs and those that loved the game. But it was not
the Morehead College Eagles everyone was talking about, nor was it the Breckinridge
Eaglets or the mighty Morehead High School Vikings. (Baseball was not even a school
sport then.) But the local baseball fans were talking about their beloved Morehead
Pirates, who were fighting for first place in the men's semi-professional Kentucky State
Baseball League. The teams that year included the Morehead Pirates, Owingsville
Merchants, Flemingsburg Flemers, Maysville Selects, Paris Merchants, Vanceburg, Mt.
Sterling and Brooksville.

f> I

. <P Wf'
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The Morehead Prra es, coached by Breckinridge Principal Warren Lappin, who
had played college baseball and loved the game. He would later become Morehead State
University Dean and College President. The team captain was Bob Day, a slugging lean
1

play) )11,-

lank left handed first baseman, and later owner of the first Oldsmobile Dealership in
Morehead, and the team Manager was Dan Parker, part-time pitcher and later served as
Sheriff and County Judge of Rowan County.
The Morehead Pirate starting players and their positions were Lawrence Fraley
(3b), Lus Oxley (ss), Bob Day (lb), Stan Spence (lf), Allie "Duck" Carter (2b), Robert
Carpenter (cf), Lloyd Nolan (RF), Woodrow Ruley, (C), and Bob Fugate, Reh McKenzie
and Hilton Staggs pitchers. This was the team playing a 42 game schedule divided into
two halves. The Morehead Pirates finished the first half of the schedule in second place.
But as they came down to the end of the second half they were fighting for first place,

ckaY\c...e.

and a c.JrmS@ to get in the play off.
The Flemingsburg Flemers had finished first in the first half of the season. But

'l, '2.Morehead, by taking a double-header 4-3 and

¥f! from Owingsville a week before the

season ended, had moved into a tie with Paris for first place in the second half of the

~
season. Morehead was scheduled to pla~ Paris a double header the first Sunday in
October. (Most Sunday games were always do_uble headers.)
~
~f
t~· Jd .~
ttenoea·oy over 1,0~ people and

p

was advertised as the two best teams in the league fighting for a playoff spot. But when
the Morehead Pirates arrived in Paris, they faced a pitcher by the name of Paul Derringer
in the first game. He was a pitcher for the Cincinnati Reds, but since their season had
ended the Paris Merchants had raised enough money to hire a "ringer" to pitch the first
game against Morehead. (Paul Derringer pitched for many years for the Cincinnati Reds
2

I.,.

With the second game scheduled in Morehead the locals felt they were in the "Cat
Bird" seat. But before a full house at Jayne Stadium the visitors took the game 5-2.
Morehead won the second game as the playoff continued the following Friday afternoon

in Flemingsburg ~

rehead ~ ~ ~ ' ! ! - With Morehead leading

2-1 in the playoff series the fourth game was played Sunday October 11 at Jayne
Stadium.
Several hundred hearty fans braved the cold weather to watch their Pirates play the

f/-e nt~r.!>
~

rs again. But this time the outcome was different. Morehead won the game 5-4 in

the bottom of the eighth inning as Carter and Nolan scored the tying and winning runs on
a double by pit-cher Bob Fugate. Fugate also pitched the best game of his career allowing
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The year was 1930. The nation was deep into the Great Depression. Baseball was
on escape from reality for many people. Men out of work followed their favorite team,
whether it was major league, minor league, or college team.

~

d the spo~u~ ~"-

Duck Carter who had played at Morehead College before they ~

had transferred to Marshall College in Huntington, West Virginia. He was known as the
slugging, slick fielding second baseman and he could turn a double play with the best of
them.

baseman and his brother, Bill, along with his new bride Lyde, were living in Chicago.
Bill had found a job there as a heavy equipment operator in site of the depression. So
Bill and Lyde decided to go see Duck and the Marshall thundering Herd take on the
Fighting Irish.
When they arrived at the game, they discoven;d that women were not permitted

I.A-'
into the ball park. So Lyde sat outside in th ~

king lot while Bill watched the game.

The game turned out to be a pitchers battle, but Marshall won 3-2 with Duck driving in
the winning run in the top of the ninth inning.
Years later "Duke" Ridgely, long time sports writer for the Huntington Herald
reminisced in his column: "There are three things I would like to see again: ( 1) Babe Ruth
r.t:JA"

~
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trotting around the bases after hitting a home run; (2) Jackie Hun_) on all (American
halfback at Marshall many years ago running fifty yards down field for a touchdown; (3)
"Duck" Carter, Thundering Herd's slick fielding infielder talking it up at second base."
5
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Early in his career Duck Carter played professional baseball one year for the

J. b.r

Tampa Nuggets in the Florida State league. Their home field was in ~ City, which
was downtown in the heart of the Cuba section of Tampa. Many of their fans were

U,;.

Cuban and the owners were wealthy~

ufacturers.

When the season ended one of the wealthy Cuban owners gave Duck a new
automobile as a bonus hoping to insure theat the slugging second baseman would return
the next season. Duck graciously accepted the new automobile and drove it to Kentucky.....-,
but never returned. He was just homesick for the hills, and Duck played the remainder of
his thirty year baseball career with local semi-pro teams. This writer played shortstop
(with Duck at second base) for several teams in the region. I was ·
when Duck broke his leg in a collision

M
¢

e am with him

that endedhis-baseball car er.

Duck took up golf after he stopped playing baseball. But he still wing the golf

11

club the same way he swung a baseball bat. He usually didn't have over three clubs in
his bag, and occasionally was known to miscount his putts. ~
~--tJ.
d.A.. ~~
~,.'"""'I'
~~""'""'
' 14~
~.....-....C.::at"'
~ }JIii gl he could not play baseball he continued to coach youth ba eball the rest

AJA41~

of his life. One could say baseball was Duck Carter's life for almost three quarters of a
)

centwy. To Duck it was only a game.
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ROWAN COUNTY'S ATHLETE OF THE CENTURY
JOHN EDWARD "SONNY" ALLEN
John E. "Sonny" Allen, Athlete, Teacher, Coach (1928-1999)
Sonny Allen was a natural athlete. While growing up in Morehead he excelled at every sport he tried,
whether it was marbles, pool, baseball, basketball, football, swimming, diving, or golf. Name the sport and Sonny
mastered it.
· f '~

,

In basketball, Sonny led Breckinridge High School to the state championship in 1946. He was voted all

district, regional and state. When the Kentucky All Stars High School Team played the Indiana All Stars, Sonny
was voted/ star-of-stars." Following high school, he was one of the most sought after guards in the nation,
·1 · ~ .,j,•

however, he chose to remain in his native. While in college, Sonny won All American honors.
In 1946 Sonny signed a professional baseball contract with the Brooklyn Dodgers. After one year at
Zanesville, Ohio in the minor leagues, he chose to devote his energy to basketball. However, his second year of
college he joined Coach Ellis Johnson' s football team as a "walk on" punter. He was the best punter on the team
and during the first game he was sent in to punt against Marshall. The ball was centered over his head, and by the
time he recovered the ball the whole Marshall team was on top of him. Sonny wisely chose to concentrate on
basketball.
Following college, the young athlete signed a professional basketball contract with the Indianapolis
Olympians of the NBA , but was soon drafted into military service, and that ended his NBA career. Sonny then
returned to his beloved Morehead as teacher and coach at Breckinridge. Later on he coached baseball and
Freshmen basketball at Morehead State University. He was successful at each level of coaching and retired as
MSU ' s Assistant Athletic Director.
Coach Allen was a clean cut home-grown hometown hero. He was admired by friend and competitor alike.
He was the consummate ideal athlete whom children could look up to as an example. He always kept his life and
his speech clean. 1n 1946, Sonny Allen Day was celebrated in Morehead after he was voted Star-of-Stars in the
Kentucky-Indiana High School Basketball game. He married his high school sweetheart Merl Allen and reared his
family in his hometown. He had many offers to coach in other places but always turned them down saying, "I can ' t
leave Morehead." Sonny devoted his life to athletics and Morehead. He was a positive Christian influence upon
thousands of young people and this writer is proud to call him Rowan County's Athlete of the Century.
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Musicians Sling Paint For Crescendo
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Morehead High
School G)·m Ccts
Face Lifting
Inllia.tion for new members of
the Crescendo Club ended Sntur~n~ with the complet1op. of the
painting of the Morehead H1gn
School gymnasium. The job wns
begun a "(.e ek before .
The club used an estimated 35
gallons of paint, furnished by the
Rowan County Board of Education. Although tbe job wa!-1 for
initiation of new members, mnny
old members· turned out to help
and a fine spirit of comradeship
was developed in the dub.
Approximately 35 students aided in the .pnintin~. with Russell

Aukerman and Keith Hu!Tman ,
sponsqrs of the club, supervi~in~ .
David Bla-ir, o'f the m11intcn11ncC'
department of the : high sdw,>I'.
Mtpervised conslructinn 11f scaffold~, and 11se of hi~h sl'hoo)
equipment.
.
.
The students went at th~• jub
in an unorthodol'; rnunnl'J' . paint •
ing bottom and fop ut the saml'
time, at illustrntad in tlw p1l'lun• .
Bu.t. they were \s u<.:l'cssf11 I. and
si1ffered no acer.dent!- lwynnd .-1

few blisters on ·:hands m·,t us, ·d
1.o .slingtng paint' ·brush!':: . The
. students were in fi,nc sp1nt
throughout the job. and <.:l.-11111<' 0
to en.joy the work · immensel y ._
Townspeople were entlws 1ast ic about the project, ,rnci . s,~1d
Mr . Huffman. "I couldn ' t w:ilk .,
bl-ock downtown without bein~
.stopped and ' l'Ol)gratulntect
made us all feel good ln kn,n1·
that our work was ·apprec111tl'd "
When the studenL.:; 1,rn 1111t 11 f
paint of. the desired cDIM . a t1111·n
painter showed them hnw to mix
vnrious hues to come llUI w it h
(Continued On Back Pagl• )
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111 p11:· i.:.u.s- the two women· nnd W. PJ .Cov- jlist finished a ncW costumc,and , poss-ible, · it \\'as atinounccd l:tv
thev t::ilfo time out lo JnUkc cum~ ' Dr .. Hubcrl McShca. tlireclO)' of n~Hl'
niµnts on how it will. loolc llll the the Testing Bt(l'C,lll. .
..
. '{
singe, under _the - lights. At the
The spot eye test : given with · :-i -e ·
scent/ sho.p Cuudill . and Tay for the.. routine physit"aJ : cxiliuina- 11 nd
stnnd back to adinire a finished . tions \Vas for niH·111:.il rcading', -laug"lorme1,tor", nnother sel'tioh .of purposes. Dr . McShea . said . Ir thP
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)ll during
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Miss ·uuruphrey·- -

<continued From Front Pagel
land, Switzerland, and France.
Last yen1: she vac:ationed in
Mexic<> with a group of busine,:;s
;ind professional women. In recent years she has traveled• exMrs. r tensively -in Canada and the
; and j Uh.ite.d States, . and has hist reand · cently returned fr1Jm ·an autod of mobile trip in which she drove
oney . alone through many of the sur1hich rounding states. Travel is an inr · of terest she intends to keep up,
>liars und already she has made plans
room for trips this. full. ·
.
con- : Other plans for the year inf elude attendance at a United Nall be : tion.s Sl:!minar ~t Lake Success in
istcl! April. Miss Humprhey would alare :;;o like . to "rlo somHhin~ in the
.mte- field of children's b1..1oks." but
Arny her plans are not deftnite yet.
rain-1 She t.a~1ght a course in Literature
e in for childrep at the college ,
. Nature ~tudy is another lung1i:: 111 g
·vl:!ry · standing interest of Miss Humfazel phrey . Acrording to Henry C.
~eek- H,1gga,n, head t,f the departml•nt
>llt~i..·- ~>f agricuiture , Miss Humphrey
tuught classes in bi.u lugy, zoology _
Mrs . and even· agnculture in the "ul<l
folan school." "[n the l'arly dHys of the l
ilkcs, 1 cullege, Mis..~ Humphrny \Vas the · 1
Mrs. bl"st lnforml'd fac:ulty member nn
:.irles the lneal flora," he said . "She
Mis::; used to condud field trips un ♦
Cox. Wt•ek ,Jnds for those interested in
clnHl plnnt ;,ind an'im ::l l lifo. She knew
lite·),· . - - - ·~ -· -· - · ---.------ --- - ·· - - - .I

~~t~;~'. l)ou \' oun2.,

Breek

Student., I.feads

Attention Students!
tih-turn Your Proof~

O(~TdBER 24~ 25 & 26

,,

.

it

Jr. Science Group
lht't
vis11r

.~

Hwwml:'11t of 1·1rom11,'Hm

Hall

i

I

A Breckinridge Train in,,_ Schol)l ''
pupil is. th~ yc:ir's prest'ctent of
r,•no- Kentucky's Junior Academy of r
,laces Science. He is Don. Youn~. a sen- ·~'!_
been ior in the high school. This was
:c in announced bv Hazel Nulbu, su- · ·
· pervising teacher in science .
CQntThe Acad.e my is an organiza1ft' as ti9n of science club members of I
·ntcr- high schools and junior high
Shop .,3chools all over the state .
-Other Breckinridge students
took part in the Acndl•my·s activities by . attending a "SponsorDele.gate Conference" S:;iturday
at. Eastern State College in Ric_h - .
tl
mcmd. Thev ar-e· Lucien Rice and·
Dorothy \Valter from the sen·ior
science dub., and . Mike Crutcher
and Marianne Clay from the jun- ·
·ior science club. Thtv were acmen companied by Miss Nollau.
~ st•c. Purpo~e of the confet·ence \\."aS
pro- . ;to plan · the Academy's annual .
fessor spring meeting, featured event of ·

Cen-

j

1·
· _,

f
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.·
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stu- the ye~r:

1 by
te for
girls'

·
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gports
o

f'nr

'
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TOMC..-\TS VS HOREHE.i::.D HIGH
Dec. 18, 19~1 h. R. S. Gym
TOI.iC.!~T .S 1U.\D - COLORS Maroon & 1'Jhi te

No.
12
15
3

13
8

19
9
20

16
'{

6

17
4
5
14.-

18
10
11

N.AUE
Jo brl Compt on
Bronson Callihan
John Henznan
Eddie Jones
Clifford Quillen
Harold Triplett
Juck }iheatley
Bruce Craft
Bill Elswick
Jin Rice
Bob &rlcer
Bob Beldon
John Caines
SJiencer Heaton
Bryan Leedy
·;-;oody Re nfroe
I):)c Rice
Jinmy Stith

2.Q§_. CL:i.SS

F
F

F
F
F
F
F
C
C

C
G

G
G

G
G
G
G
G

HEIGHI'

Soph.
Junior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Soph.
Senior
Soph.

Soph.
Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Junior

Coach - Fayne T; ;. Grone

NO.

N.!J.IE
Oscar Calvert
2
8
t iarren Hicks
9
Carl Christian
3 - Thomas Johnson
0
Relph Holbrook
5
C. 1i. Bailey
J. O. Hicks
7
6
C. G. Clayton

6ft.l

5'11"
6'2"
5 '11"
6

t

6' l"
6' l"

6' 2"
5'11 11
6'2"
5' 7"
5' gn
6' l"
5' 8"
5 t 9 ft

5t11,,
5 '10''

6'

·,mIGHT
-~61
130
165
167
149
158
165
135
145
172
145
156

116
150
150
140
160
ls.3

~·:.GE

17
17
17
16
17
16
18
17
16
17
18
16
17
17
17
16
16
18

Mgr. John Hatcher
11.0RElill.i.J) S Q,UAD
POS. CUSS
F
Sonior
F
Senior
C
Soph.
G
Junior
G
Junior
G
Senior
F
Soph.
F
Soph.

- Colors Green & 1;Jhi t e
.t.1.GE
HEIGHI'
UEIGHI'
18
145
6'
19
175
6'
150
15
6'
17
H:O
5'7"
5 '7 tt
16
130
18
135
5'6"

5 '10"

145

5 '9"

1,:1:0

.

---..

15
16

Coach - Roy E. Holbrook
OFFICL'.J..S - Joe ,S ilven,ian - 1.le1rshall

Earl ~iellnan - Ho.rsha ll
To Stude:its 2nd Fnns: let's be 6 ood S])orts. To vvin is our aim, to be sure.
Everybody love s o. ·,•1inner. If ·wo must loose, l ot's do so like true dne rican
sports, like gentlemen. Good s ;>orts will n )plc;.ud and ar,procio.t e g ood :play,
even if it i s b:r the opposing t ear1.
DO NOI' BOO your opponents or tho officials. Booing is unsportsmanlike and
has no plac o in an inte llo gent .. ,rnoric c.:a a udi e nc e . It is n source of great
hur,1ili ntion to your te oJn , the co o.ch ancl the school c.ncl its officio.ls. If
we did not h:we confidonco i n tho nbil.i ty of' Mr. Sil vorwm 1ive would not have
secured thoir s o rvices for this g ame. If t ho y n a lrn, 1,vh nt a.ppo cJ.rs to you to
be, o. ri:isto.lrn rumn.CT-Iffi_;R it is only human to err.
If we olir,1ins to booing of officio.ls decisions a n d op:x m onts ~12..y from our
gyr.1 t h is year, vm will consider that VLJ havo mo.de n r oal worthnhile contribution to the cor.mu:iity and that all will have l e o.rn e d one valuable lesson in True .:,.meric2-.."1 Sportsr:10I1ship.

,

Next home gane - Ja:-iuary 9 - Ine z Indians - State Chat1ps.

PAGE· ~

d

BASEB!Ji T[AM BROUGHT CO.NI TY ENTERTINMENT

TnP! llOWAPf COUNTY mw111. MOllRP.AD, 1(F.l'ff1JC1(T

Vi~~ng~ -~S1_1ap 9 ~amc Losing
·Streak-As Jack -Cox Leads
Moiehehd To ·2 Court ·- Wins

New Atomic Tests

- ), mv

TIIE SPOT 74T. KFXI

·--E·mpto~e
S~iling.·TI

Tom Sm ith is ~ endi ng /v!!
t ime at th is srssion of the Kentucky !egts !ature. H is factual
articles will app;>ar in each i.t•tte of lhu n<'wspaper while
the Gl!JM?ra! A ue mbl11 ii in
.euion,

:-Startin~~for,·h _] and C,t11li111ii1_1_g_
_T liron~h 1\larc·h · M
At Thr - - _

Chti~ch Of Go(I T~hernaclc
11

_ _ _ __

_,__:_c_.1_·••..,tt=r=f~i~...1_,1_,-_~ m ·_k.

111f'M' · 1l111t•11 lun'♦?

-=-=-===

l11••·11 c·hmwn "o the•,· will 11,,t·"~
f'onflirl with ' IIIIV otlwr •·0111er•;~utid11 in the

--::-f'Ollnty.

. -·

Rd·~ Wulter Strong
E,111n,:f"la11 •.

. .

or

,_.

J11rk ..011 will lw the

ll,t; ' tH~W•tlllJK'r for tur1l1i-r 1111no1111rf'•
mc-.nl11 nf 11i"i11 ,rn-al IIIN•tinp: .a111I muk1• pln1111 to
allf'n,I lliiia h'_\'.h:al....Tl1e.t:c.Jt'ilLh,~ 11pN"i11I m1111ir
and •in,rin,: includinp: thr ,'Jliomp,.011 Trio from
.:::...ll.,_ard!t1 t\lillc the-Pf'lplar,.y Quurh•th.• ; nncl our
own rtn(i. Male Quarl~ttr..

c-;: Wat~k

_.

_ Son ny Allen's' imp~ved Breck in rirl g,, Eaglets pli,Jed _perha~
the ir best garoe of the st"ason
Tursd~y a~ they bowt'd 85-59 to
A&hl ;md's Tomcats .in the collegt'

Ho~cr Lewis
Allcmls l\f<•cl'in~
Al Fort Wavnc·

gym.

Cha><. Roi:<·r l.f•wi ~ nf l,,·wi~
Garn~••, l nt1 •r'11ntlon,d llarvc-stc r
motor-- lrttrk- tlt::-alrr'-in - Moffht-ttd,
hn, rrturn1•rl from ~·ort Wavnc-,
I ncl., :incl Sr,rini:rit•ld, 0 ., whc-rc
h(, partiripat,-<l in n spf'Cia l tour
n/ tn • w·•·t Ion of llarv,.,.ter·~
nrotor truck m •uufo cturJnlC fud lit u·s . Mr. 1..-w,s wa, a m l.' mbcr
or a i: rn11p nf cle~l<'r• and thei r
Msr,not,·., who m ade up th(' touc
pnrt y .
·
·
" Vi <· wrrr ort u ~ll)' takl'n ''l><'hin d· th,· ~•·1•m·s," J.Pwi , Mid,
"onr1 ohs('r\'rd wh11t m a krs Intt>rnatinn nl tlw w•irld '~ largest
produrn of II full lirn- or m otor
tru!.'k<. " Tlt r tnur, he- f'X ploi nc-d,
rov,•rf'rl virt11nlly M'f'r)' pho:se of
lr1t,•rn,,t inn11i'~ rll~ ln l'l'n ng und
motor tr11!.' k prnduC't.ion.

Rn-. lt~~f~n-, P~_stor'. :

FHJ. & ~AT.
-- Art1on ,&: t:nltrmrnt

RDAY . -t:i:··.
lertalameat

-

-

-

,

• ........

- --·
?

t'or All!
:- _.,.'--- ! t·E'aturt'tl-- - NO, 1 - -.- - The J\fnn,.ter That
Wu Good t lnUI Clv• ··
lllntlon Ruined Him
0 ,!0E

Thr 11ame was clo~ all the way
with Breck lrading until late tn
th,• third quarter.
Th r Englf'L➔ had a <"hance for
\'klory in the final three minutes
hut mi!l.sed four crip shots in
thf' ir nver-'anxiety.
·
Jar k Carter r11c-ked up J l fie:rl
i:oa!~ and two free throwi1 for 24
pointll, but forward Gray of As hlancl wu the thorn in BNlt'k's
side as he notched 27 t.o pace all
S!.'Orer~.Bn•c k Coach Sonny Allen said
Carte r, who hu been avera111ng
around 25 · point.a In every game
latC' ly kil the mos t Improved boy
I ha ve S(.'en ." He can dribble and
hu a d~eptive jump shot whk-h
co mes after a fut break for the
basket .
·
As hland (115) Po!!.
(59) BrE'<"k
I !c nd e rllon 14 . F -- - - -- · . 10 P'a lr
Gray 27 ___ ___ F _____ 10 Caudill
Ratl e y % ______ c ____ __ 9 Gullett
Kaze(' ________ a ______ _ 4 PIUC('
Koons :r.;:-::_:o :-_: __ "':4- C&rter
Subll - A~hland : Ho'pk ins 8, ·
Thompcson 3, Conley 4, Jones 6.
Bre!.' k :• 'Filnnin ~
·

.lUIDLAND NEWS
.

' -...- BIi

-

L,;;,;-£L~;;.:-·· ,

- Mr. and Mrs. Dilly Utterback
of Middlt"town-.- O .,· - spent the

M~•~JITJ

·.C,im~r ~====;;---r11..:-,:.1t~Bl1'1hir7il[~1:.' :r't.t~':
11

-

r esistance by farmer and tobace,
growers '_ group.s. . . who _ b.:)pe_.1,
marsha I for!.'es to do battle aga.iJ
in the Senate.
These groups irulis ted thai Rrp
resentatives from farm and to
ba~ growlfg d15trtc-ts faced~
irate <'o n.:111t ue ncy wh en they re
turned home from Frankfort fo
the Jong wee k-end . The ~ t n
bly r •c, ,nvencs at J p. m. Wed
n csday .
__
The farm leade~ as k('d for :
del ay in the vole o n the c1garett
lax m ea~ure unttl after th
w ee k-end to give the legislator
opportunit y tu tc,;t sentunent ii
ho me but t h,~ w as dented.
The- Sena It"- del ~y.-·d its Wet'k
end adi ournment until it had re
ce1ved the 77 to H approv~-d b1I
from tl'le House in orJer to foR
stall any attempt at r econsidera
t1,m. The s... nate vote couJd com
rntlay.
M.-a ntime the House cou ld vot
finall y un the in!.'OIT\~ tax with
'hold ing mt'~sure analhe recor,
budge t bill oon a ft e r 11 conve~

land' and Mr: and Mn. Jim Utterback of Salt Lkk. The elder Mr.
Utlf-rb1ck has bttn seriously ill
for !lome time-.
Mr._, and Mrs. Woodfor~ Ami. . . 111.t ,hlldren 't>f Sc:1antu11
spent hut wttk vl~illnc with Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Greene,
_Miss W1nd1i° Day of- Midland
apent- th~•~ Sunda)'....; vuitin,:
wltfi · Miss EmmaJane· Moo II at

l ., -;-..:.

- ~.a..,.....""~ . . a.:.""'"'..
a ~-~
T S-ACR1FI<;:ING QUALITY SHOPS AT THE . . • ·. . ■ '. -A· ■..c1■
L.-J

: OWNED - AND MANAGED: WHERE YOUR. DOLLAR - GOES FARTHER

~

·tAm PIRAllS TAKE DOUBUHEADEB · .

DOOBlEIIEOOS sn;FLEMINGSIRG IS
lGIJE . i_
EAP WQll- _. ff[R[ THURSDAY FROM J-AJLENDERS FOR SONDAY sn1t WINNER -11:-UIE
JOKl_OVEJl fARIS_
~
o ~
J.EAGDE OffERJNGlAST
SIIIIAY
!
- ~ . .
1

Mo~ead jumpectfrom sevench
p. 3·
place lo a tie for fourth by taking .:?
Xeirniciy ·-st2e teigne"· aecisions. ·
:ht shut.out tD p e
.
ftom--Paris at Ja e St:adimn Th
.Totals
28
o O victory aver Paris andyn
·
, w:s..
,n of fust place in the
d•Y aftern!>on.
.
. :lloreheJld
AB R
. State League in-a-pme at
W ~ . Dale. lr_'.'~ead" .C~llege F:raley, ss
3
file Sonday~
.
~
r. _proyided the ~ span. fm:
Sblggs., lf,
3
e Pirat.es, limitmg- Paria to 6 hits Day, lb
ilia.ck. allowed ~ visitun ~:, in the first game, and ' going in the
-l
hiG ·aiiil"mi:rnct,qr---tm!'-uine--· '. !leCOlld"iu •-tmrthird· : -- -bold- Carter, 2b,
l

~d~tiru!::!i~

~== :::m~~~e

ha

ie~

o home rum hy J"olm,,c,n and.1----,---T he scores - + I and"4'-3.
'
11-."ie f ~ -<l-trinprille's ~ I~, ,-l [ ~ gT;llbbed an early lead
sautt on W}lls. Pam Dioimda- · in both games·and never relinqnished
The defeat sho-.-ed Paris inm· :_it. Combining hits by Day, Carter
lace. .
- Clayt,on and Dale and-a base-on balls,
- . . - .. _,. ,-~ _E'_jJ?.!!'!__pnshed across three runs
lOOICSVIll.E
:in• the ~ d inning of the _openingoksnlle, door- mat of the Ken- pme. Each team added a run,. Paris
Stire Bueball Leacu~ -~
on singies hy Williams and Morton.
s=I!J1Sllle_~ to ~ · and a. fi',!lder's choice, and· .Morehead
ille 15 to 2. in a ,one sided~ on. a: waI1c. and CJayt.on'.3~ dooble.
rµtday. Battetj.es :for.the winihe left fiajd line.

SURPUSJ!:S

·

alon«

0

1

0

6 ill

7

0

1
0

PO A,
2 i 1
0 1 0

E
I
1

O
O

1
l

0
0

'

l

H

9
ol

0
2

·1 ·-""Pt:!
-- ·
•
·
. ymg_wtmont: ~•~

- -- - - - - -___ _

Possibly one of the mon interest.. I
of the Ken- '
tucky State Baseball League season. :
will be fought Sunday when the i
~ Merclnmts
:
. .
meet ~ Flem.. ;
~n:rg- I/1eJnas at Flemingsburg l
- one- of the tour doobleheadars ?

ii:&-· aD<l hardest hades

-t~i:::~ ·;·--~:-~-!-~- ~- .!-f~2~::;f:~ ~~

of
en=e mneld from- tlle eatdler on
down, the llttrehead Pimtes_, played
gamely and courageo113ly Sunday in
a Kem:atl.,' 't:ir.e loop haUJie. but
lac.ked n ~
- -_
ccncn
·· . ;
_ry ~ and
oonmg, aropymg a 9 - li de-

~er=

~ --1'cm fufl~ -F w i t f ~ -

.Honaker, 3b,
2 · 0 0 0 ]. 0 . ~ the Morehead Pirar.e,; I.an San- l
I.: was annoan~ ~..x-that
. Clayton, c,
3 1 2 3 0 0
by a 9COre of 9 to 5 llf""..er being '. D~- Park~ wm mana,.oe M ~
3
1
4
Qal.P. P
·i
O
O out_)iit by the Pirates. Lefty K.eatle:, : Pa::~e~ pil_oted the Picat-.es _ to ~
- _
~ P ~ the first; game - for the ; ~pion.ship ia.."1: year, El;d"~
Totals . -- . 26 4 8 21 1-l %- _~
opposing: Kk Stum.be, : tel,~ announce« plins for a makeStlll1DUllT: 2 base bit;;e; / L !foWl; "'1!! ~ pitched l!((~tively. ·an sea-! np •~ r~e en~ rorter, as the. t.eaJmr..
~
-Double · play!!; · Ft:liley, -~
· · son;-In -~ -~Jla'gania· Lefty Ta!'for : :,"ar;;_ .:,me for the- ~ - < I f- ~ t1'r t.o Day. ~ on balls off-, S ~
start for the- Fleiners with R.udy j - e<:Ond ~
_
::
,
3 • Dale L Left on. bases, .-Paris 6, ~ mound-for the ll.aysvillians. !
Then, are
rumon going · t 1i ~
Morehead lO-J Runs: batiJ!d in; 1-- :' Tiu! league leadiq ·owingsville 1 rounds thaL Lawrence' P-:aJier-· Allie
~ · Dale, . Da.y, Carter•. Umpires dnb will play Vancehlll'Jr who has ; ·•Duci." Ca.r...,r and Clande- Cir-itan:
Ellington tmd .~ er.
heen in the lead for some time until '. will be .-eyorted to leap•;:_-~ ~

dalt

'!'!i.

;s-~M.t...

1_~-~-

.~igl_~ _~ -~---~
-: g3,!D_
~-J~_ ___ _ _ -· s· ---.ec>·· ___
__
_l!og_.few_ games. Vaneebnr;.Sl:elin~ ciri_,, .-ve.nmr,~ ··
e . . ~ -- ..Rud¥r--.Ionaa.-&D&tt.h::i!r.allnwing.!l:hits.and,-strilring--0~ -- .
e<;ouu Game
..tied ..with...Mt.. Sterling fnr second. : 51.Dle hantmment from. e ~- ~
___
·
I 6. The- 3rd-~
splurge spalled his Paris
AB R R PO A E t' place, both teaJDs _h a ~ wo_n -en . in the Kenrncky Stare League apin_
f defeat. Dale held Pam to 6 safe hits - Eut:!u, f,
3 - 0. 1 O O O and lost four encounters..
. .!.t the initial meeting of the Diana~
- Ia; ~ _ _ __
• _ and bad ~ bis way- all daring the W ~ lb,_ _ 3 O (! 3 o o
The startulir hurler: for a ~ gc..rs mis year, three ~
td a fo= ~ ~ pr:-- I :~
'
~ . 2b· P 3- 0 0 2 2 0 wilt !:a Stran"'der •li"eeback, oue oi _pl.ayes were hatted.- and..Jt,_ WJIS,_@,ce of Ra.]'1!l0!!:d Rhoades, M~ - The Pirates sewed the second Thomp,aon, c
a · 1 0 ~ 1 0 the leadinr southpaws of the leagn• i:uierl at che mi;eting that: :my mana.g dnstad off the Ki!ntuck,.- pme up- in the :tint iDDing, 3"'0ring Yorton, ,.;;,
3
l !I 3 0 l and who has two s!mtout
ir: ger had the r ' ~ to ask far 1m
~ lea.de=, Vanceburg:. 3 - all four of their runs on five hits Cook. 3b,
2 0 O' 0 0 . 0 _a
to i1is credit. Feeback wil_ penatty to he im'Tu:tetf ali any pla:rer
, a fa..«t pme field at l(•. So=_ ott Charlie Terry. During the bar- Terry, p,
_0 3 1 0 0 1 0 · oppose J"ab St.eidel who !!hares due that: jumped his
coucr:ict._ li · &Jajs
mi!ir-"- ---_ _
-~ ~ ' . !. ~ ~
-~~ - ~er..rl.. .. ..;.,"£. --3.., Ir, ()_ l __ -~ - Q__ V a a c a ~
happ~ Yoreh1!ad
w-ill cut ..,_
1
\"?Srulrs took the lead :n tlie Nolan:and Houal"--er sfnikd andFiii:. S-mith, d,
3 o- 0 4 0 0 brotfier: .John.
where I or much of the material.
, ..-ixb- ... _, __ only of.___ unnfrew
LmCLater relieveq
---------·
""--.
:i
will
D-b u
Clay--..on 'T-'_.D was = ~ :.the.
T taJs
26 3 3 18 -1 1
~-,..._ ,oecon pme
,...,, .,... .neliianellt"'r--.,t.-.tintil=..-.tb.e"""""""'
xv==i:+--"-",a;l'--"""-'WllLPIWl"---_...."--"'~- -0
!II,
~ waiked off F'ridav and was -~ had. _already been done. Lancaste Moreh&ad
----kjf':it H PO A E \
-I
.
com:p2-11.ied by Cwr ,.,";_a Ft,ajey~ ~
(L Stetli:ng f.ltgei ~
- witil held" Morehead scoreless. grantil!g· · Fnley, 53, ·
3 1 1 0 1 0 ·hurling againm; John Steidel
m-ov-i:rion for the com:inuance of tha ·
:us.
·
but three hits during the remainder S"blgg,i. lf.
3 0 :l 1 0 1
lit. Sterlinir will h&ve a good ~ was !?lade.
Bo1! Day, fust
pme ' ~
our ;:,, be a. __o f ~ IIIJ!flf.:;
Day lb;·
3 :t o 11 o I cbam:e to &O up uonnd the toy oi t,a..c:eman., aL<o rc-fn..--ej to prey ~
s. ha.de with ~ :Rhoade5- -•·&.::
·
,::___
,.__n_
·
Carter, 2b,
3 1 l 2 ol O tha ladder' when ffiey_meet Paris aI:
4 "
eidel,: lk. 5erlinc and VanceHrar, ......, on.,....,, and Mor~ for _anather twin bilL Wills or a=.y.
3
:espectivel:y, ~ in ~.er- to~•s "i tlt
for ! of Paris'!!' E. ~alan, cf,
O
~ ~ O Smith will ¥et the call for the ~ :>..n nmpi?-;;s decision in the four!ilc
>Wld work.
!'IIJJS in the second
inning of the L ""Nolan, rf
: :
1 0 1 ~ hon c o ~ lads with Wills the pr&h" inning at Flemingslmrg ?"e:-uited in
g:ime was fut and· one of the nightp.p. pale . went in for Ison Honalrer, 3b,
able choice, even though he did drop 4 runs for the Flemers. There WllS
2 O O ~ O O
,
!(~ ~
pitclier, in: the Famrin. c,
c:nosde?abl,: argn:me.nc ov.:r die play,
11:re,i thei,e- fj,js y:e&r, the tilt , ...,__,__,,., __ _. _,__ 1 _. . n--:.. -1.--L--'
Jso~ p, .
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. ·ey Curtis Crye

BOYS 16TH REGIONAL TOURNAMENT RECORDS
1937-2003

Year

:.2!=........,ou..:.:.c

Garne
reckinridge
Mt. Sterling 22
u
, reckinridge 24 ~
v-S'reckinridge 20, Ashland 17
Ashland 32, Breckinridge 27c.----"
Cattettsburg 35, Morehead 28 t,.,/'
Mt. Sterling 24, Grayson 21 -.
Mt. Sterling 29, McKell 22
Olive Hill 32 , Breckinridge 23 i - Clark Co . 41, Breckinridge 40 ~
<-Breckinridge 44, Russell 39
Clark Co. 44, Olive Hill 31
Clark Co. 44, Olive Hill 22
Clark Co. 36, Ashland 33
Clark Co. 74 , Catlettsburg 58
Clark Co. 69, Hitchins 40
Clark Co . 59, Ashland 58
Ashland 112, Vanceburg 49
Ashland 75, Carter City 58
Olive Hill 58, Ashland 56
Olive Hill 53 , Mt. Sterling 52
Clark Co. 68, Russell 61
Clark Co . 76 , Olive Hill 65
Olive Hm 62, Clark Co . 59 ._·
1960
Ashland 78, Grayson 61
1961
Ashland 90, Clark Co. 73
1962
shland 82, Dubois 64
1963
reckinridge 61, Olive Hill 45
1964
Clark Co. 78, Russell 56
1965
Clark Co. 54, Mt. Sterling 51
1966
Ashland 70, Russell 56
1967
Russell 79, Ashland 72
1968
Russell 80, Ashland 75
1969
Ashland 84, Menifee Co. 51
1970
Ashland 68 , Olive Hill 63
1971
Ashland 66, Holy Family 58
1972
Russell 80, Ashland 75
1973
Boyd Co. 73, Ashland 64
1974
Greenup Co. 71 , East Carter 44
1975
Fairview 68, Greenup Co. 64 ·
1976
Ashland 68, Boyd Co. 44
1977
Ashland 50, Fairview 42
1978
Ashland 57, Boyd Co. 55
1979
Ashland 65, Holy Family 53
1980
Ashland 56, Holy Family 48
1981
Boyd Co. 77, Ashland 56
1982
Boyd Co. 55, East Carter 52
1983
Greenup Co. 72, East Carter 64
1984
Boyd Co . 60, Ashland 58
1985
Greenup Co. 60, West Carter 49
1986
Sast Carter 76, Morgan Co. 66
1987 V ~owan Co. 61, Boyd Co. 48
1988 ✓~wan Co. 62, Russell 58
1989 ~owan Co. 74, Boyd Co. 59
1990
Boyd Co. 75, Fairview 65
1991
Greenup Co. 43, East Carter 28
1992
Ashland 58, Boyd Co. 54
1993
Ashland 80, Russell 70
1994
Boyd Co. 74, Ashland 63
1995
Boyd Co. 73, Ashland 64
1996
Ashland 49, Boyd Co. 48
1997
Greenup Co. 59, RusseR 47
1998
Boyd Co. 48, Ashland 39
1999
Boyd Co. 54, Ashland 52
2000
Boyd Co. 65, Greenup Co. 50
2001
Ashland 42, Rowan Co. 40
2002
_Ashland 56, Rose HiU 48

1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

rl

2003

Rose Hill 52, Ashland 41

Winning Coach
Bob Laughlin
. Lloyd Patterson
Bob Laughlin
Fayne Grone
Clifton Dowell
Bain Tiny Jones
Bain Tiny Jones
Jim Rose
Bullitt Wilson
Bob Laughlin
Letcher Norton
. Letcher _N orton
Letcher Norton ·
· Letcher Norton ·
Letcher Norton··
Letcher Norton
George Conley
George Conley
Jack Fultz
Jack Fultz
Letcher Norton
Letcher Norton
.. Jack Fultz
Bob Wrigl)t
· Bob Wright
Bob Wright
Sonny Allen
Lewis Snowden
Lewis Snowden
Harold Cole

Marvin Meredith
Marvin Meredith
. H"rold Qol~.
:,Harofd Core··
Harold Cole ::
Marvin Meredith
Brice Thornbury
Ramey Fletcher
George Cook
Paul Patterson
Paul Patterson
Paul Patterson
Paul Patterson
Ernie 'S impson

Jeep ,Clark
Jeep Clark
Randy Ward
Roger Zornes

Randy Ward
Charles Baker
Tim Moore
Tim Moore
Tim Moore
Roger Zornes

Site
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Winchester
Ashland
Morehead
Ashland
Winchester
Ashland
Winchester
Ashland
Winchester
Ashland
Winchester
Ashland
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Ashland
Morehead

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead

Morehead
Lloyd
Morehead
Morehead
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Summit
Morehead
Morehead
Summit
Lloyd
Morehead

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead

Randy Ward

Morehead

Jeff Hall

Morehead
Morehead & Summit
Morehead

Wayne Breeden
Roger Zornes

Roger Zornes
Wayne Breeden
Randy Ward
Roger Zornes
Roger Zornes
Roger Zornes
Mike Flynn
Mike Flynn

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead

Jeff Han

Morehead

Morehead

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead

'AWARD'S
ALL-TOURNAMENT TEAM RECORDS
Players On The All-Tournament Team Three or More Times

4 KeltyWells,.Rowan Co., 1987,88,89,90
4 Tyler Zornes; Boyd Co., 1997,98,99,00
3 Robert Fraley, Breckinridge, 1937,38,39
3 Sonny Allen, Breckinridge, 1944,45,46
3 Don Battson, Breckinridge, 1944,45,46
3 Lewis Snowden, Clark Co., 1950,51,52
3 Earl Adkins, Ashland, 1951,52,53
3 Paul Smith, Clark Co., 1956,57,58
• 3 Bert Greene, Olive Hill, 1956,58,59

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Lany Conley, Ashland, 1960,61,62
Tom Roberts, Russell, 1966,67,68
David Gaunce, Lewis Co. , 1975,76,77
Greg McCauley, Ashland, 1978,79,80
Mike Scott, Greenup Co. , 1983,84,85
Steve Trivette, Rowan Co ., 1991 ,92,93
Casey Sparks, Boyd Co., 1994,95,96
Jeremy Webb, West Carter, 1994,95,96
3 Mark Surgat;,ki, Ashland, 2000, 01, 02

Most Player's on the All-Tournament Team in one year
5 Ashland, 1961 ( Gene Smith, Lany Conley, Bob Hilton, Steve Cram, Harold Sargent)
5 Greenup Co. , 1985 (Jay Wright, David Beach, Mike Scott, Jay Bates, Tim Vech)
4 Ashland, 1953, 60, 62, 67, 69, 71, 72, 95, 98, 2003; Boyd Co., 1981, 84, 94, 95; Clark Co., 1949, 51, 58;
Greenup Co ., 1991; Mt. Sterling, 1965; Olive Hill, 1959; Rowan Co., 1987; Russell, 1957, 68, 88, 93;
West Carter, 1994

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER AWARD
Year
1946
1954
1960
1961
1962

1971
1972
1973
1974
. 1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

Player, School

Year Player, School
1980 Jeff Tipton , Ashland
1981 Kent Sisler, Boyd Co.
1982 Joey Wells , Boyd Co.
1983 Art Daugherty, East Carter

Sonny Allen, Breckinridge
Jeny Henderson, Ashland
Tommy Harper, Clark Co.
Gene Smith, Ashland
Lany Conley, Ashland
Dave Brislin, Holy Family
Mark Lewis, Breckinridge
Phil Pratt, Boyd Co.
Mark Quillen; Greenup Co.
Steve Skaggs, Greenup Co.
Jim Harkins, Ashland
David Rowe, Fairview
Mark Dingess, Boyd Co.
David Layne, Holy Family

Mike Scott, Greenup Co ..
Chuck Cantrell, Ashland
Mike Scott, Greenup Co.
Keith Hembree, Morgan Co.
Greg Adkins, Rowan Co .
Greg Adkins, Rowan Co.
Kelly Wells, Rowan Co .
Mik~ Helton, Fairview
Jackson Julson, East Carter
1992 Jim Spencer, Boyd Co.

1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991

Year Player, School
1993 Ryan Howell, Russell

1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003

Marty Thomas, Ashland
Frank Lee, Boyd Co .
Frank Lee, Boyd Co.
Casey Sparks, Boyd Co. ,
Kyle Hamilton, Russen
Kyle Umberger, Ashlafld
Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co .
Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co,
Arliss Beach, Ashland
Mark Surgalski, Ashland ·
Marcus Dawson, Rose HiH

BEST DEFENSIVE PLAYER AWARD
Year
1982
1983
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

Player, School

Year Player, School
1991 Barrett Bush, East Carter

Brock Walters, Boyd Co,
Jay Arnett, RusseA
Keith Hembree, Morgan Co.
Greg Adkins, Rowan Co.
Greg Adkins, Rowan Co.
NIA
· Chris Plumber, Greenup Co.

1992 Jason Strader, Ashland
1993 ~rad Rogers, Russell
1994 Andy Taylor, Boyd Co .
1995 Scott Boggs, Greenup Co.
1996 Danny Taylor, Boyd Co.
1997 Danny Taylor, Boyd Co.

Year Player, School
1998 Jake Sperry, Boyd Co.
1999 Scott Johnson, Ashland
2000 Daniel Griffith, Greenup Co.
2001 Arliss Beach, Ashland
2002 Ar1iss Beach, Ashland
2003 Justin Peny, Morgan c ·o .

SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
Year
1940
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978

School .
Raceland
Hitchins
East Carter
Breckinridge
East Carter

N/A
Lewis Co.
Raceland
Rowan Co.

Year
1979
1980
1981
1982

School
N/A
Holy Family
Fairview

Russell

1983 Greenup Co.
1984 Fairview
1985 West Carter
1986 West Carter
1987 Morgan Co.

Year School
1988 Greenup Co.
1989 Fairview
1990 Lewis Co.
1991 East Carter &
Lewis Co.
1992 Lewis Co.
1993 N/A
1994 Russell

1995 RusseU

Year School
1996 Russell
1997 N/A
1998 EUiott Co.
1999 West Carter
2000 Menifee Co.
2001 Boyd Co.
2002 Elliott Co.
2003 Rowan Co.

LEADING SCORER, YEAR-BY-YEAR
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME
Year
1937

1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

1952
1953

1954
1955
1956
1957

1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

1966
1967

1968
1969

Player, School, Points
Walter Carr, Breckinridge , 11
Cecil Green, Mt. Sterling, 11
Charlie Chattin, Russell, 8
Clinton Tatum , Breckinridge, 8
Buddy Judd, Breckinridge, 7
Jack Sieweke , Ashland 11
Roy Holbrook, Morehead, 14
Richard French , Mt. Sterling, 8
J.Wesley,Grayson,8
Walter Johnson, Mt. Sterling, 9
Jack Fultz, Olive Hill, 11
Don Battson , Breckinridge , 16
John Thomas, Russell, 18
Howard Rogers, Clark Co. , 15
Lindie Castle, Clark Co ., 15
Gene Carter, Clark Co ., 13
Jim Wells, Clark Co., 22
Lewis Snowden, Clark Co., 19
Linville Puckett, Clark Co., 22
Earl Adkins, Ashland, 35
Bill Gray, Ashland, 23
J. D. Kiser, Olive Hill, 16
Bill Otis, Mt. Sterling, 29
Mickey Sydenstricker, Russell , 25
Paul Smith, Clark Co., 22
Tommy Harper, Clark Co., 19
David Sparks, Ashland, 34
Larry Conley, Ashland, 27
John Hamilton, Dubois, 23
Jim Bob Laughlin, Breckinridge, 24
Robert Abshear, Clark Co., 24
John Sewell, Clark Co., 18
Clint Wheeler, Ashland, 21
Steve Radcliff, Russell, 27
Tom Roberts, RusseH, 27
Joe Conley, Ashland, 29
Ray Kleykamp, Ashland, 22

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973

Player, School, Points
Tom Edison, Olive Hill, 19
Fred Stapleton, Holy Family, 23
Jack Savage, Russell, 29
Steve Dodd, Ashland, 22
1974 Mike Litteral, Greenup Co. , 22
1975 Don Rigsby, Fairview, 26
1976 Jim Harkins, Ashland , 18
1977 Jeff Kovach , Ashland , 20
1978 Larry Johnson, Boyd Co., 25
1979 Jeff Tipton, Ashland ; 18
1980 Dave Layne, Holy Family, 17
1981 Joey Wells, Boyd Co., 22
1982 Joey Wells, Boyd Co., 23
1983 Steve Thomas, East Carter, 26
1984 Chuck Cantrell, Ashland, 23
1985 Tim Veach, Greenup Co. , 16
1986 Chris Fraley, Morgan Co., 22
1987 Greg Adkins, Rowan C ., 22
1988 Scott Humphrey, Russell, 19
1989 Ron Moore, Rowan Co., 30
1990 Mike Helton, Fairview, 43
1991 Tracy Claxon, Greenup Co., 12
1992 Jason Strader, Ashland , 17
1993 Marty Thomas, Ashland, 38
1994 Frank Lee, Boyd Co., 25
1995 Frank Lee, Boyd Co., 19
1996 Chris Lynch, Ashland, 18
Casey Sparks, Boyd Co., 18
1997 Kevin Meadows, Greenup Co., 21
1998 Kyle Umberger, Ashland, 17
1999 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co., 28
2000 Tyler Zornes , Boyd Co ., 31
2001 Chris Sparks, Rowan Co., 13
Steve Conn, Rowan Co., 13
2002 0. J. Mayo; Rose Hill, 20
Mark Sugalski, Ashland, 20
2003 Marques Dawson, Rose Hill, 17

·TEAM Re CORDS
SINGLE GAME RECORDS
POINTS GAME
Most Points, Game
11 5 Clark Co. vs. Olive Hill (57), 3-08-61
c 11 2 Ashland vs. Vanceburg (49) , 3-14-53
Fewest Points, Game
5 Sandy Hook vs . Camargo (1 8) , 3-11 -38
c 17 Ashland vs. Breckinridge (20), 3-11-39
Most Points Both Teams, Game
177 Ashland (103) vs. Menifee Co. (74), 3-06-68
c 163 Ashland (90) vs. Clark Co. (73), 3-11-61
Fewest Points Both Teams, Game
23 Sandy Hook (5) vs. Camargo (18), 3-11-38
c 33 Breckinridge (20) vs. Ashland (17), 3-11 -39
Most Points by Losing Team, Game
80 West Carter vs. Boyd Co. (88), 3-13-81
c 75 Ashland vs. Russell (80), 3-09-68
c 75 Ashland vs. Russell (80), 3-11-72
Fewest Points by Winning Team, Game
16 Morehead
Russell (14), 3-12-37
c 20 Breckinridge vs. Ashland (17), 3-11-39
Largest Winning Margin, Game
c 63 Ashland (112) vs. Vanceburg (49), 3-1 4-53
Most Points Down After One Quarter and Won The Game
c 10 Ashland (9) vs. Russell (19), 3-15-93
(final score 80-70)
Most Points Down After Two Quarters and Won The

vs.

Game
14 Boyd Co. (16) vs. Greenup Co. (30), 3-5-1999
(final score 56-45)
c 7 Breckinridge (6) vs. Mt. Sterling (13), 3-13-37
(final score 23-22)
Most Points Down After Three Quarters and Won The
Game .
12 Sharpsburg (44) vs. Carter City (56), 3-06-58
(final score 74-72)
c 4 Mt. Sterling (17) vs. Grayson (21), 3-14-42
(final score 24-21)

POINTS QUARTER
Most Points, Quarter
38 Boyd Co. vs. Lewis Co. (11), 3-09-90
c 33 Ashland vs. Vanceburg (10), 3-14-53
c 33 Ashland vs. Vanceburg (8), 3-14-53
Fewest Points, Quarter
0 Ten Times, last time Olive Hill vs. Russell (3),
3-10-67
c O Grayson vs. Mt. Sterling (7), 3-14-42
Most Points Both Teams, Quarter
67 Greenup Co. (37) vs. Boyd Co. (30), 3-14-92
c 51 Boyd Co. (27) vs. Ashland (24), 3-10-73
Fewest Points Both Teams, Quarter
3 Olive Hill (0) vs. Russell (3), 3-10-67
c 5 Breckinridge ( 1) vs. Olive Hill (4), 3-11-44
Largest Margin, Quarter
27 Boyd Co. (38) vs. Lewis Co. (11 ), 3-0~90
c 25 Ashland (33) vs. Vanceburg (8), 3-14-53

POINTS HALF
Most Points, Half
66 Boyd Co. vs. Lewis Co. (23), 3-09-90
c 61 Ashland vs. Vanceburg (26), 3-14-53
Fewest Points, Half
2 Sandy Hook vs. Camargo (10), 3-11-38
c 5 Grayson vs. Mt. Sterling (9), 3-14-42

c 5 McKell vs . Mt. Sterling (7) , 3-13-43
Most Points Both Teams, Half
105 Ashland (54) vs . Menifee Co. (51), 3-06-68
c 88 Russell (47) vs. Ashland (41), 3-09-68
Fewest Points Both Teams, Half
·
11 Sandy Hook (3) vs. Camargo (8), 3-11-38
11 Morgan Co. (5) vs . Boyd Co . (6) , 3-08-85
c 12 McKell (5) vs. Mt. Sterling (7), 3-13-43
Largest Margin, Half
43 Boyd Co. (66) vs. Lewis Co. (23), 3-09-90
c 35 Ashland (61) vs. Vanceburg (26) , 3-14-53
FIELD GOALS GAME
Most Field Goals Made, Game
46 Boyd Co. vs. Lewis Co. (14), 3-09-90
46 Ashland vs. Hitchins (20), 3-10-66
Most Field Goals Made Both Teams, Game
70 Ashland (44) vs. Menifee Co. (26), 3-06-68
c 60 Ashland (34) vs. Dubois (26), 3-10-62
Most Field Goals Attempted, Game
88 Russell vs. Grayson (61 ), 3-05-68
c 78 Ashland VS . Clark Co. (49), 3-11 -61
Most Field Goals Attempted Both Teams, Game
152 Ashland (83) vs. McKell (69) , 3-07-67
c 145 Ashland (71) vs. Russell (74), 3-11-67
Highest Field Goal Percentage, Game
73.3 Boyd Co. (11-15) vs. Morgan Co., 3-08-85
c 71 .8 Boyd Co. (28-39) vs . Ashland, 3-14-81
FREE THROWS GAME
Most Free Throws Made, Game
40 Boyd Co. vs. Greenup Co. (11), 3-16-87
c 34 Rowan Co. vs. Boyd Co. (16), 3-11-89
Most Free Throws Made Both Teams, Game
60 Mt. Sterling (34) vs. Ashland (26), 3-09-56
c 55 Ashland (24) vs. Clark Co. (31), 3-11-61
Largest Margin of Free Throws Made, Game
30 Olive Hin (38) vs. Holy Family (8), 3-08-67
c 18 Rowan Co. (34) vs. Boyd Co. (16), 3-11-89
Most Free Throws Attempted, Game
53 Mt Sterling vs. Ashland (37), 3-09-56
c 43 Rowan Co. vs. Boyd Co. (26), 3-11-89
Most Free Throws Attempted Both Teams, Game
90 Mt. Sterling (53) vs. Ashland (37), 3-09-56
c 69 Rowan Co. (43) vs. Boyd Co. (26), 3-11-89
· Largest Margin of Free Throws Attempted, Game
37 Olive Hill (48) vs. Holy Family (11 ), 3-08-67
c 26 Rose Hill (31) vs. Ashland (5), 3-15-2003 .
c 19 Greenup Co. (32) vs. Russell (13), 3-8-97
Highest Free Throw Percentage, Game (over 10 attempts)
100.0 Boyd Co. (18-18) vs. Bath Co. 3-4-1999
c 95.2 East Carter (20-21) vs. Morgan Co. , 3-15-86
Highest Free Throw Percentage, Game (over 25 attempts) .
c 93.1 Olive Hill (27-29) vs. Ashland, 3-14-70
Lowest FN!e Throw;Percentage, Game (over.10 attempts)
18.8 Morehead (3-16) vs. Breckinridge, 3-13-37
.
c 20.0 Breckinridge (3-15) vs. Oflve Hill, 2~11-44

THREE POINf GOALS GAME ·
Most Three Point Goals Made, Game
11 Fairview vs. Boyd Co. (2), 3-08-89
11 Russell vs. Ashland (4), 3-13-92 .
c 9 Ashland vs. Boyd Co. (7), 3-15-94
Fewest Three Point Goals Made, Game
0 13 Times last time was
Ashland (0) vs. Russell (1) 3-14-2003
c 1 Rowan Co . (1} vs. Russell (2) 3-12-88
c 1 RusseH (1) vs . Ashland (2) , 3-15-93
Most Three Point Goals Made Both Teams, Game
18 East Carter (10) vs . Morgan Co ., (8) , 3-10-95
c 16 Ashland (9) vs. Boyd Co. (7), 3--15-94 · ·

Largest Margin of Three Point Goals Made, Game
9 Boyd Co. (9) vs. BattrCo. (0), 3-4-99
• 9 Fairview (11), vs. Boyd Co. (2) , 3-8-89
c 4 Boyd Co. (8) vs. Ashland (4), 3--6-99

Fewest Three Point Goals Made Both Teams, Game
1 Ashland (0) vs . Russell (1) , 3-14-2003

1 Greenup Co. (0) vs. Boyd Co. (1), 3-7~97
c 3 Rowan Co. (1) vs. Russell (2), 3-12-88
c 3 Ashland (2) vs . Russell (1), 3-15-93 ·
Most Three Point Goals Attempted, Game
30 Russell vs. Ashland (8), 3-13-92 .
c 25 Boyd Co. vs. Ashland (20), 3-15-94
Fewest Three Point Goals·Attempted, Game
0 3 Times last time was
Ashland (0) vs. Rowan Co. (25) 3-10-89
c 2 Rowan Co. (2 vs. Russell (7), 3-12-88

Most Three Point Goals Attempted Both Tearns, Game
c 45 Boyd Co. (25) vs. Ashland (20), 3-15-94
Fewest Three Point Goals Attempted Both Teams, Game
6 Greenup Co. (3) vs. Boyd Co. (3), 3-7-97
c 9 Rowan Co. (2) vs. RusseU (7), 3-12-88
Larest Margin of Three Point Goals Attempted, Game
25 Rowan Co. (25) vs. Ashland (0), 3-10-89
c 12 Boyd Co. (19) vs. Rowan Co. (7), 3-11-89
Highest Three Point Goal Percentage, Game
85.7 Ashland (6-7) vs. Raceland (3-14), 3-12-94
c 66.7 Greenup Co. (2-3) vs. Russell (3-15), 3-8-97

Lowest Three Point Goal Percentage, Game
0.0 Ashland (0-11) vs. East Carter (3-10), 3--1 0-90
c 6.3 Russell (1-16) vs. Ashland (2-11), 3-15-93

Fewest Rebounds Both Teams, Game
20 Hitchins (10) vs. Bath Co. (10), 3-13--69
c 35 Ashland (16) vs. Rowan Co. (19) , 3-11-2001
c 35 Boyd Co. (16) , Greenup Co. (19) , 3-11-2000
Largest Rebound Margin, Game
66 Ashland (87) vs. Grayson (21 ), 3-16-61
c 23 Ashland (72) vs . Clark Co. (49) , 3-11-61
c 23 Ashland (47) vs. Boyd Co. (24), 3-13-76
TURNOVERS GAME

Most Turnovers, Game
39 Lewis Co. vs. Boyd Co. (10) , 3-09-90
c 23 Ashland vs. Holy Family (12), 3-10-79
c 23 Ashland vs. Boyd Co. (18), 3-14-61
c 23 Greenup Co. vs. Fairview (22), 3-15-75
Fewest Turnovers, Game
1 Boyd Co. vs. Morgan Co. (10), 3-08-85
c 5 Russell vs. Ashland (12), 3-11-72 ·
c 5 Boyd Co. vs. Ashland (14), 3-15-94

Most Turnovers Both Teams, Game
57 Rowan-Co. (37) vs. Ashland (20), 3-12-81 ·
c 45 Greenup Co. (23) vs. Fairview (22), 3-15-75

Fewest Turnovers Both Teams, Game
11 Russell (4) vs. Olive Hill (7), 3-10-67
11 Boyd Co. (1) vs. Morgan Co. (10) , 3-08-85
11 Rose Hill (2) vs. Morgan .Co. (9), 3-8-2002
c 14 Morgan Co . (6) vs. East Carter (8), 3-15-86

Largest Turnover Margin, Game · ·
29 Boyd Co. (10) vs. Lewis Co. (39), 3-09-90
c 11 Holy Family (12) vs. Ashland (23), 3-10-79

PERSONAL FOULS GAME
Most Personal Fouls; Game

.

34 Rowan Co. vs. Lawrence Co. (24), 3-09-85
c 29 Clark Co. vs. Ashland (28), 3-11-61
c 29 Ashland vs. Boyd Co. (18), 3-18-84
c 29 Russell vs. Ashland (17), 3,.15-93
Fewest Personal Fouls, Game
0 Russell vs. Morehead (6), 3-12-37
c 4 McKell vs. Mt. Sterling (6) , 3-13-43
c 4 Clark Co. vs. Olive HiU (4), 3-13-48
c 4 Olive Hill vs. Clark Co. (4), 3-13-48

Most Personal Fouls Both Teams,.Game
REBOUNDS GAME
Most Rebounds, Game
87 Ashland vs. Grayson (21 ), 3-10-61
c 72 Ashland vs. Clark Co. (49), 3-11--61

Fewest Rebounds, Game
8
c 16
c ·16
c ·1 6

Boyd Co. vs. Morgan Co. (13), 3-08-85
Ashland vs. Rowan Co. (19), 3-10-2001
Boyd Co. vs. Greenup Co. (19), 3-11-2000
Boyd Co. vs. Ashland (30), 3--6-1999 ·

. Mo, t Rebounds, Both Teams Game
c 121 Ashland(72}vs. Clark Co. (49), 3-11-61

64 West Carter (32) vs. Boyd Co. (32) , 3-13-81
c 57 Ashland (28) vs. Clark Co. (29), 3-11-61
Fewest Personal Fouls Both Teams, Game,
8 Russell (0) vs. Morehead (8), 3-12-37
c 8 Clark Co. (4) vs. Olive Hill (4), 3-13-48

Largest Personal Fouls Margin, Game
21 Hitchins (8) vs. Breckinridge (29), 3-09-51
c 16 Ashland (22) VS; Rose Hill (6), 3-15-2003
c 12 Russell (29) vs. Ashland (17), 3-:-15-93 •

c- Championship Game Record

INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
SINGLE GAME RECORDS

Most Points, Game
c 43 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. Boyd Co., 3-13-90
43 David Rowe, Fairview vs. West Carter, 3-10-77
41 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. East Carter, 3-12-90
39 Benny Pack, Wurtland vs. Sandy Hook, 3-11-70
39 0 . J. Mayo, Rose Hill vs. Russell, 3-6-2002
Most Points as a Senior, Game
·
43 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. Boyd Co., 3-13-90
43 David Rowe , Fairview vs . West Carter, 3-10-77
Most Points as a Junior, Game ·
38 Marty Thomas, Ashland vs. Russell , 3-15-93
Most Points as a Sophomore, ·Game
33 Dari Swarts, ·Owingsville vs . Vanceburg , 3-11-49
Most Points as a Freshman, Game
28 Bert Greene, Olive Hill vs. Raceland , 3-9-56
Highest Percentage of the Points Scored, Game
76 .0 Jason Williams, Morgan Co. vs. Boyd Co., 3-8-85
(19 of the 25 points scored)
66.7 Dan Swarts, Owingsville vs. Clark Co., 3-11-50
(26 of the 39 points scored)
c 66.2 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. Boyd co ., 3-13-90
(43 of the 65 points scored)
65.0 Waton , Mt. Sterling vs. Ashland, 3-11-39
(13 of the 20 points scored)
64 .0 Marion Griffith, Greenup vs. Olive Hill, 3-10-44
( 16 of the 25 points scored)
Most Field Goals Made, Game
18 David Rowe, Fairview vs. West Carter, 3-10-77
16 Benny Pack, Wurtland vs. Sandy Hook, 3-11-70
c 15 David Sparks, Ashland vs. Grayson, 3-12-60
c 15 Marty Thomas, Ashland vs. Russell, 3-15-93
14 5-player's
Most Field Goals Attempted, Game
36 Benny Pack, Wurtland vs. Sandy Hook, 3-11-70
c 30 Marty Thomas, Ashland
Russell, 3-15-93
29 Jim Morrison, Breckinridge vs. Boyd Co., 3-11-76
27 R. J. Bmnovic, Elliott Co. vs. Boyd C_o., 3-6-97
27 Rex Bowling, Olive Hill vs. Wurtland, 3-10-71
27 P. D. Motley, Morgan Co. vs. Catlettsburg, 3-5-68
Highest Field Goal Percentage, Game (10 or more
attempts)
·
90.0 Tracy Bush, East Carter (9-10) vs. Fairview, 3..:12~90
90.0 Jason Goad; Boyd Co. (9-10) vs. Greenup Co.,
3-14-92
87.5 Troy Gingerich, Russell (14-16) vs. East Carter,
3-8-96
.

vs.

86 .7 Jeremy Howard, Ashland (13-15) vs. Rowan Co.,
3-10-2003
84.6 Jerry minor, West Carter (11-13) vs. Fairview,
3-11-81
81 .8 Bill Black, Rowan Co. (9-11) vs. Ashland, 3-13-78
81 .8 Art Daugherty, East Carter (9-11) vs. Rowan Co.,
3-11 -83
81 .8 Jerrd Ferguson, Russell (9-11) vs. Rose Hill,
3-6-2002
c 80.0 Steve Dodd, Ashland (8-10) vs. Boyd Co., 3-10-73
Most Field Goals Attempted With Out A Miss, Game
8 Chuck Williams, Ashland vs. Morgan Co., 3-10-71
8 Mike Scott, Greenup Co. vs. Boyd Co., 3-11-85
8 Ctvis Lynch, Ashland vs. Rowan Co. 3-7-96
7 Darrell Arbaugh, Ashland vs. Rowan Co., 3-6-98
7 Tim Kenndy, East Carter vs. RusseU, 3-15-82
7 Pete Taulbee, Morgan Co. vs. Ashland, 3-14-86
c 6 Chris Lynch, Ashland vs. Boyd Co., 3-2-95
Most Free Throws Made, Game
22 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. East Carter, 3-12-90

16 Mike Helton , Fairview vs. Rowan Co., 3-10-90
16 June Bug Rakes, Boyd Co. vs. Greenup Co. ,
3-16-87
15 4-players
c 13 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co. vs . Greenup Co ., 3-11-2000 ·
Most Free Throws Attempted, Game
24 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. East Carter, 3-12-90
20 Thomas Edison, Olive Hill vs . Holy Family, 3-13-70
20 Ryan Howell, Russell vs. Boyd Co. , 3-10-93
20 Dave Layne, Holy Family vs. Fairview, 3-9-79
19 Brian Ratliff, Lawrence Co. vs. Rowan Co., 3-9-85
c 18 Ryan Robinson , Ashland vs. Russell, 3-15-93
Highest Free Throw Percentage, Game (10 or more
attempts)
100.0 8 . J. Upchurch, Rowan Co. (11-11) vs. West Carter,
3-16-87
c 100.0 Jason Gammon, Greenup Co. (10-10) vs. East
Carter, 3-09-91
100.0 Roger Zornes, Catlettsburg (10-10) vs. Morgan Co.
3-5-68
100.b Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co. (10-10) vs. Lewis Co.
3-10-2000
94 .1 June Bug Rakes, Boyd Co . (16-17) vs. Greenup Co.
3-16-87
Most Rebounds, Game
25 James GaUion, Russell vs. Olive Hin, 3-07-57
24 Phil Pratt, Boyd Co. vs. McKeU 3-7-73
23 Gene Smith, Ashland vs. Grayson, 3-10-61
c 23 Larry Conley, Ashland vs. Clark Co., 3-11-61
c 23 Jeff Kovach, Ashland vs. Fairview, 3-12-7-7
Most Three Point Goals Made, Game
5 Chris Martin, Rowan Co. vs. Ashland, 3-10-89
5 Bubby Blair, Rowan Co. vs. Fairview, 3-10-90
5 Mike Day, Morgan Co. vs. West Carter, 3-11-94
5 Jeremy Phillips, East Carter vs. Morgan Co.; 3-10-95
5 Travis Steele, East Carter vs. Boyd Co., 3-11-95
5 Chad Stevens, Boyd Co. vs. Morgan Co. , 3-8-96
5 Mike Hayes, RusseH vs. Boyd Co., 3-9-96
5 Bob Keeys, Rowan Co. vs. Ashland, 3-3-99
5 Dustin Stakely, Ashland vs. Rowan Co., 3-3-99
5 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co. vs, Bath Co., 3-4-99
5 Brandon Evans, Morgan Co. vs. Rose HiH, 3-8-2002
c 5 Mike Helton, Fairview vs. Boyd Co. , 3-13-90
4 19-players
Most Three Point Goals Attempted, Game
12 Kurt Young, East Carter vs. Ashland, 3-09-89
12 Jimmy Wolfe , Russell vs. West Carter, 3-3-99
12 Tyler__Zomes, Boyd Co. vs. Lewis Co., 3-10-2000
1_1 Sean Home, Russell vs. Ashland, 3-13-92
c 10 Frank Lee, Boyd Co. vs. Ashland, 3-15-94
c 10 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co. vs. Ashland, 3-6-99
10 8-more players
Highest Three Point Goal Percentage, Game (6 or more
attempts)
71.4 Buddy Blair, Rowan Co., (5-7) vs. Fairview, 3-10-90
71.4 Rob Keeys, Rowan Co., (5-7) vs. Ashland, 3-3-99
71 .4 Chad Stevens, Boyd Co. (5-7) vs Morgan Co. 3-8-96
66.7 Sammy Brown, Morgan Co. (4-6) vs. EUiott Co.,
3-8-89
.
66.7 Rob Lynch, Ashland (4-6) vs. Menifee Co., 3-16-92
66.7 Brad Nickell, Morgan Co. (4-6) vs. East Carter
3-10-95
66.7 0 . J. Mayo Rose Hill (4-6) vs. Russell, 3-6-2002
c 62.5 Mike Helton, Fairview (5-8) vs. Boyd Co., 3-13-90
c- Championship Game Record

TOURNAMENT RECORDS .
Most Points, Tournament
118 Mike Helton; Fairview, 1990
86 Marty Thomas, Ashland, 1993
86 0 . J . Mayo, Rose Hill, 2002
80 Frank Lee , Boyd Co., 1994
77 Bill Otis, Mt. Sterling, 1956
75 Steve Skaggs, Greenup Co., 1975
75 Tyler Zornes , Boyd Co ., 1999
Most Points as a Senior, Tournament
11 8 Mike Hetton, Fairview, 1990
Most Points as a Junior, Tournament
86 Marty Thomas, Ashland, 1993
Most Points as a Sophomore, Tournament
. 56 Mike Scott, Greenup Co., 1983
Most Points as a Freshmen, Tournament
68 Bert Greene, Olive Hill, 1956
th
Most Points as a 8 Grader, Tournament
40 0. J . Mayo, Rose Hill, 2003
4 Drew McDavid, Ashland, 2003
2 Danny Dailey; Olive Hill, 1960
2 Chad Mefford, Lewis Co., 1992
Most Points as a 7"' Grader, Tournament
86 0 . J . Mayo, Rose Hill, 2002
Highest Percentage ofthe Points Scored, Tournament
(in 3 games played)
52.7 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1990 {118-224)
48 .0 Chuck Cantrell , Ashland, 1984 (73-152)
44.2 Joe Cartwright, Olive HiU, 1948 (50-113)
44.1 Steve Skaggs, Greenup Co., 1975 (75-170)
40.8 0. J . Mayo, Rose H HI, 2002 (86-211)
Most Field Goals Made, Tournament
32 Marty Thomas, Ashland, 1993
31 Chris Fraley, Morgan Co. , 1986
30 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1990
· 28 Don Rigsby, Fairview, 1975
28 Chuck Cantran, Ashland, 1984
28 0 . J . Mayo, Rose HUI, 2002
Most Field Goals Attempted, Tournament
67 0. J. Mayo, Rose Hill,· 2002
66 Marty Tho'm as, Ashland, 1993·
58 Don Rigsby, Fairview, 1975
57 Frank Lee, Boyd Co., 1994
56 Steve Skaggs, Greenup Co., 1974
Highest Field Goal Percentage, TOllmament
(20 or more attempts)
81 .8 Brent Keeton, Boyd Co., 1990 {18-22)
76.9 Caleb Stewart, Boyd Co. , 2000 (20-26)
76.2 Tarrell Webb, West Carter, 1980 {16-21)
75.0 Pete Taulbee; Morgan Co., 1986 (15-20)
75.0 Mark Dingess, Boyd Co., 1976 (15-20)
75.0 Darrell Arbaugh, Ashland, 1999 (21-2[ 1

Most Free Throws Made, Tournament
48 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1~90
30 David Wooten, Boyd Co. , 1973
28 Th omas Edison , Olive Hill, 1970
28 Ryan Robinson, Ashland, 1993
25 Ryan Howell, Russell , 1993
Most Free Throws Attempted, Tournament
53 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1990
42 Ryan Howell, RusseU, 1993
39 Dave Wooten , Boyd Co., 1973
38 Ryan Robinson, Ashland, 1993
35 Thomas Edison, Olive HiU, 1970
Highest Free Throw Percentage, Tournament
(15 or more attempts)
95.0 Phil Pratt, Boyd Co., 1973 (19-20)
94 .1 Donald Burchett, West Carter, 1981 (16-17)
93 .8 Jason Gammon, Greenup Co., 1991 (15-16)
91 .3 June Bug Rakes, Boyd Co ., 1987 (21 -23)
90.9 Ron Moore, Rowan Co. , 1989 (20-22)
Most Consecutive Free Throws Made, Tournament
19 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1990
Most Three Point Goals Made, Tournament
11 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co, 1999
10 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1990
9 Chad Stevens, Boyd Co ., 1996
8 Travis Steele, East Carter, 1995
8 Chris Martin, Rowan Co. , 1989
Most Three Point Goals Attempted, Tournament ·
25 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co., 2000
22 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co.; 1999
22 Chad Stevens, Boyd Co. , 1996
21 Mike Helton, Fairview, 1990
20 Tyler Zornes, Boyd Co. , 1998
Highest Three Point Goal Percentage, Tournament
(10 or more attempts)
70.0 Michael Lynch, Ashland, 1994 (7-10)
60.0 Adam Young, Boyd Co., 1999 (6-10)
58.3 Jason Blevins, Greenup Co., 1991 (7-12)
58.3 Rob Lynch, Ashland, 1992 {7-12)
54.5 Josh Cook; Ashlarld, 2001 (f>-'11)
53.3 Travis Steel, East Carter, 1995 (8-15)
MostRebounds,Toumament
65 Gene Smith, Ashland, 1961
64 Larry Conley, Ashland, 1961
55 Tom Roberts, Russell, 1968
52 Phil Pratt, Boyd Co., 1973
Most Games To Foul Out In, Tournament ·
3 Max English, Carter City, 1954
2 17-player's
last players was
(Joe Bowling, Elliott County, 2002) , .
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Thought 27
MUS Gym Was

r

?!e~~e~~
College Games
Being Played There

Morehead High and Consolidated School obtained a new
gymnas1um in 1954 - one of
Eastern. Kentucky's best, located
on Flemingsburg Road.
The new MHS is modern in
every respect and built a.;cording to fun specifications. IJ'ut, 25
years from now, it may be outdated.
Before Morehead obtained its
new gym there was
community flare-up with charges that
the old gym was a fire trap and
health meI)ace ; lacked showers
and was heated by pot-bellied
stoves; and the floor was too
narrow. In fact, everybody
breathed easy when it was torn
down-a good riddance of a community eye-sore .
But, in 1927 when work w as
started on the old MHS gym the
town fathers thought it a wonderful building and there · was
even talk that Morehead College
might play some of its games
there.
Here's what a December, 1927
issue of the Rowan County News
had to say :
"Work began on Tuesday
morning on the new gymnasium
at the Public School, with the
surveying of the lot and the
staking of the ground. The Coun ty Board of Education voted
unanimously at their meeting on
Monday to erect the gymnasium
and appoint ltarlan Powers,
Flem Reid and Jack Wilson as a
commimttee to superintend the
construction.
"The building itself will be 100
feet long by 60 feet wide. It is to
be of frame construction, which,
as the funds become available
will in all probability be brick
veneered.
"The erection of the gymnasium at the public school is the
culmination of a year's work on
the part of the citizens of Morehead. The first agitation was
started over a year ago and plans
were completed to begin the
work last year. Unfortunately at
that time a number of things
came up that prevented action
and the Board of Edu cation was
forced to postpone the work.
However, when · a committee of
citizens waited on the Board at
their meeting on Monday, laying
before them their plans and

a

ONE ~F FINEST-In 192_9 residents of Morehead formed an organization to raise money for a
_high s~ool gymnasium. Th_e . _frame structure was fine for that day, but came under sharp
cr1tic1sm durmg the past 10 years because it was outdated a fire hazard and a health menace
The Board of Education constructed this fine new gymnasium two years 'ago and razed the old
structure.
n~~

propositions, the board decided
unanimously to begin work at
once. The plans are to have the
building completed and ready
for use by Jan. 1, 1928.
"The committee on construetion has decided to contract the
work and to employ a foreman
to supervise construction. This
appears necessary if the building
is to be well built. On the other
hand they plan to use all the
free labor possible in order to
cut cost of construction to a
minimum. A number of the boys
of the public school as well as
from the normal have offered
their services to be used wherever possible. The committee
feels that these boys can dig
ditches and drive nails as well
as a carpenter, and as their object is to save as much as possible, they propose to utilize all
such labor. It is possible that
when the foundations are poured
and the actual work of raising
the building is ready, they will
plan to hold an old-fashioned
"house-raising" such as was held
in the old days. The committee
feels that such an event would
not only . accomplish a great deal
of work, but would also help to
develop a better community
feeling,
"The building when finished
will be amply large to accommodate any community gathering
and will be used for that purpose as well as for a gymnasium.
A community hall has been one
of the important needs of this

I

community and one which will
be s.e rved well by the new gym.
"In addition to the gymnasium
proper the plans are to build a
stage in one end of the building
so that it may also be used for
an auditorium.
"The basketball court in the
new gym ~ill be 80 feet long by
50 feet wide, thus giving one of
the largest courts in the state.
"While the Board of Education
has agreed and voted to· build
the gymnasium, the plan is to
rr.ake the building pay for itself,
as it can easily be made to do.
Dr. F. C. Button, president of
the Morehead State Normal
School has agreed, through the
athletic committee to rent the
building on its completion, for
the use of the normal school, until their own gymnasium is built.
This rental money will be ap- 1
plied to the cost of the building.
This county superintendetlt already has a fund which was
raised last year and which will
be applied to the cost. It is also
expected that through basketball
gFmes and entertainments which
will be planned during the next
year that the greater part of the
cost may be paid.
"While the butlding, after it is
paid for, will be available rent
free, for any community enterprise or entertainment, it is the
plan of the committee to charge
a fee for any entertainment until
the building has been paid for .
"While no donations have been
or w_ill be solicited for the building, many offers of assistance
have been received. The citizens
as
whole seem to feel that the
erection of the gymnasium is one
of the most important steps that
has been taken to build up the
schocl and the city."
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174
rank--offic~r grade or title.

The grade status of relative precedence

in the naval service held by a person by virtue of a commission,
warrant, appointment, which empowers him to exercise authority
over others
rate--enlisted grade or title; the rate identifies the person by his
pay grade and level of advancement
regiment--a unit consisting of two or more battalions of midshipmen
and commanded by a captain
Secretary of Navy--the civilian chief of the Navy Department, appointed
by the President
squad--the basic unit composed of six to eleven seamen
Superintendent--a line officer of the Navy, of a rank not below that
of commander, assigned by the Secretary of the Navy.

He is

charged with general superintendence and government of the
Academy and all officers, professors, instructors, and
midshipmen under his command
Worden Field--the drill and parade field which the midshipmen and
band use daily at the Naval Academy
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. w.as ·Greenup- 19;- Morehend 7.
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.irla-c1..'of heac!Worl<o?FGreenu~•• ; ---_- , - ·· · __,__ ·
··· ·. , .'
uld noj 1Prof. Henry C. Haggan and Stone part . gave the Vikings their toucn'i'wo home runs by Luster Oxley,
_ .'R they Jackson, report the '13tch of one of down on the first kick-off 0 { • the More~a~ . shortstop and
_p_robab1¥----=_ ____ _ ·=;_
ir _Joal the nicest pike of the year to be ~orehead.-lost tli:~oss, a~1l _.the most unproved ball player in.
1
, ' migb.T -taken in local
waters. _ Ptofessor Gree11u elected to rec
.......A.1£,,e:-:--th
_ _ ea~~. -p_,""o vid_ ___ __ _
pound pike, kicked over the go~l litJe and. G.r.oen- 11d 1:he· 8.I>arli tliat pu~ the Pirates
inches Jon_g!_ ~<!._lte . a_f!~.P. !_e_t j~all l_B.N_in_ the..en~ :_0 ne......iteavy-hittinjr• eara:-- · action~,n-i l-·- - - : - - -!l!~i:=:..!~:j2.!!S!~~~~~~-~
--::·~-:-1--''-"--Jl-l-·....,__,...,..;-:ttd-a Viking :pla,.er covered· It ft1r a ·_enabled them to l:ake -the first game.
a spinner.
:. touchdown. If Green tip had covered of the loop'series· at Flemingsburgthe ball it would. have been a touch. Frida:!'.':.....!lfternoon. The : score was:
.I
back and ~rought out to the twent:,: Mor-~ead· 9, Ffeming.sburir 6.
"II
·
·
.· ·
· \ yard .line . Alfre~•- conv~rted from · · A::ffer g;;tting a~ay· to !Ull't ·tlfnt
h nacetnenr to ,g:,•.c")forehead ·a se,·e11 - . boded /I pitcher's'.o attle both.-teams
I\ .
J point l~ad . . ' ..
:.. .
. - start~d ~'W in:"-th'.'"---fourtlr!n~ing.
· ·
·
I On .the next k.'cicoff'Gr~enup got Perfect rehef_ P)tchtnj" . by ..fugate .. , _ .
- , ; away for forty yards anil ll,µshe_d it ~ho did not allow n , Flemingsbui:g
i!:ag1-,s_E_lay. with ~ocabee flipping the oy- ' over the goal li!le the ·remaindel' of batter ··t9 get_ to first 'C>ase i!I tht> .
oarrage al to Ryan was good for the extra the distance on power plays. The, last three innings, wlils one 'Of the
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.
, - - -;- -~e for extra poinr i:ol,.'fili : tifif ·contributing fac1;ors in
Pir11,er, to
Rio. Grattd'e- counted a safety in ;.the count 7 to 7.
. · · ate'a victory;. Fu21!_~ent..,.in.....af-tru,
. -~-~
1turday the ~hi,:dc period, w~en a P~_fr11md 1~:'.!'Jni-lra1f .e!1Cled:-t°he- •'sco1·s_,!!_e~b~~~d=~n~~ecf: :
,1--r-0
~.entttf· ":'~~ -0-\<ernd·· 111.o:cab':::_=:-irea ~ tied and- More_head..holding-thl!ir o.ii•u- Jieav.y -~tttiJ;lg . that~ea, -~ Z l e ··__- · ~- · .,- ,-,..:.::.
~d· J;l~_:a~d:y.!l!:..of..:th~--e · ~o.ne.. _ ' ·
··
G~effiup pusbe·d over. ·a 'toncbdrul!L-fro~h-~~t,:.,t-hc-=s-=-':....,P.Jrtlr innm~.;.
.
,resen~oth · -teams-threatened o f t e ~ .~ the-t~it-d-· period- ~ e . . .:~ - .W•llmrn!'~~i;t~..~ ~ J J : -.f.:;;;._;;=;;;;=~ =.-a=i
~ _ g:.th:e::ga.me· A J:o_tal o:: ~-nty~se"i-sdeelshe-witb· anoflier..:.ln:"'i;lFc,. ~ouftti:'=!he"'.1'femefsl>iit was- batted· out IIJ,_ , .
_
.
. :·
- eu--fhst- - down=-'titteen: ,by ·. tlie iquarter. Bofn
attemp~ for ext),-a the seventh. ·.. Hauck, -who .relie,•ed --~--- - ---::-:' t&~ Eagle~ twel~e by Rio Gra~de "'e;;J;.oint failed .
Iii~, • pitched ..!_ood __b~ll -but . Oxley
_

tT1i,!~:~'.';~-~~~~.;

;..,th.;.

!

-=~:.:_

in the run~ilLfu:an~m~d-1 ; ThYVikings appeared . badly off sec,mrd· homer m the e1~hth W1th- one _, ...,. - - ..:;..,,a
he sec- yards oR hne plays fro111 scnmm age !
-B .
__ _._ -,.--;;-:,--t - t- .altllll..td--marretl- Jn'r:performan-:e._ '·'r,•1:
·•_
·
· i.-- E
1 . Moi'eli - d=dorma rowrrw1IS--m;pec1a 11 y auep n
_
..
.
.
.
:EernrivP={-q---l-2-J- -~r::1;
: u'lg' 8S';·
ore ea
e "fi>urtli, ~lln- - ·
71 tackling and- ·blocldng: . Carter; . st:i r . .Oxley'!rlfomer
t~l!_~- . pi_c ked .IUL.1.46 yards on:-pa,,sse . ta_
_--Morehead h~lfback was ,njured' ·a:nd. ing ,vas -the ffrsnuir of"tlie game:- ..
l.hioan• d-oc the _visf:01:,;.. The_-~~gle~_kl_!:k~ng- cou.id not put hi•-h<>st int() the fra.1:, · _T-he ·Pirates tiiU!e~ anot~er ·_in,_E,1<!. .
on .. :II- was al so ~hghtly superior.
fc;mrth as.• Day smgJed·, stole sec on a_ ·
11
mid- - For 1\forPhead.
Clayton
gained
anti - sco,·ed on Spence's nit Klin·e·r-.
..,, The . most ~f the yard!lge fro. in • ~---.
l i·
n
. t~
.
•
.
<!Q.~e'._ a-ii.cL Fi •-W:iiliaffl§':..C:..fi fngle-==---~
1,;,t
_
O_
counted . on·e. run for Flemin~bu.-g --·._
a a6n. mag,,, while Alley and Ryan were
• expert in snaring passes. The · play- ·
• · ·
·n ti c f-OUi'th
•
• · · · · · ,.·. · ··~ ~ i n g ·of Griri!!!!!Jl..!lJn. .th~Jin!7,;~:1lS. the _ .·.
-._.-_M~~ehearl ..::s~~;~~- twi~e.'tu~ . _.
nd.:.\v.as be.sLpic.ce.._of · 'f-01.'k for t1i1?-. locals . . .
·
fifth ,when · M"cKe.n'i:ie reached-: ffrsr- ;:
;~c~nd however. ,Time after time, he smea,r- i -Th Kent'Ucky S6ite League · pla y- on an error, ' Frafey s·cored in · the · ·
' ·
i_led on . ed ~io. Grandi! plays. Smith, Calla- 1 riff :e1;es is now tied--: one .ganw ~im, . an.a -then Fraley_· scorei in the
han
0
-~nc;I
stD Weston · -~ ere - best on the , for Morehead and one for Flell'- secon'!_ _':.._rr~~~!.._!!!~CTnmng. __ - -- ._.
l()d for . n~o g team,
:jngsb.uxg-~'l!he- -tir-,:ranft!ll- reni-esc•nT .- :-~e ~emers pulled' u'\' in the_-f!~h
~~.l-.!i=-~--:-__:, __ ·:---F1slr-rn-~--,--=-·: :--=--=--r·aoout the - differ.en~e in . the play O. as Kline tripleg with the ba8es fc:i.,·;.
r:-·with · ~·
, the · two· teams so far.
_e d. Hauck and Clayton, '".ho Jl!·ccr,i -_
'I gai:n• . All "l\f~lllb _1~1embers_ of , . OTc - • •-Both teams-' ,h"nve 's c·ored ele.,•~ n-_-:-et17i.im, :hap .singled and·. Crny«i•aft .
. .
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mght. ·
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&-4!~. a.._g e-of- e-a~l)gellfel'l
ir, and I committee,_ _ _ 1-~ 0 . en to~-alfmen·
he. end
I ne fish----rrJ,
P·
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· a
· ca:cning.-.a....va-.:seqt... letter- ...._ · •
e s me .
.:::..
· ·
'
' / _'-- :__ ~: ·
iitit_:;
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as- aye· heads-up , basebaTI~Nl"cheil- fini on a_ fielder's · choicL•,
so than have the Pirates.
:ud Cl11ito11 .dr.ove a ,line ' di·h'. e to
.- ·-Mte~- w!(tclllnf" bot? g~mcs - · ._: i rig.lit field:·
- -~ ~ -:_~_-: ~ : ·
. • •. . _
still .st;icJL.to- our__pred1ctton. · ·M01•c....,._.- Moreh·~d7;oolctb.e lead;· heJ,ler. t.o
-:... . ..:,;,,·- ..:,,~·<
·I · ··
.
-· · · ., •-·:.. .
. ., ~ · - ~-=s•-"7· _.. ,~~--r.
t,~d hns the lietter hitting · teni:~;i relinql!js,li,. i f : - i ~ se,·
_ • · · -~ · · .' _•.. ·
the fastest - tllam--a,!ld ,~1:11c' be• with
ree rul;ls, Fraley stnrfed tit<' '
•
.
fieidmi,; team. Fleniingsburg ho s th· frame off w1tl1 -a base-· !ii~...-.0>-:~_ ·
· t>Ctte!· hu,·linrr ~faff ~ ;!lttl-- smart'::: : <lnfo:... J;ii-i;econtl - 6;;.;:-on-bll~ a ncr- -~ ·
haseb<tT! pla~•ec!!.. Flemin"sbm ''. ,. , • Ca-1:~d "si,~c_t;.___ c,tme thmat? - • ; ·, -----"."-C'--iea-1Jv de-m onstrated that-' the y c:0 1! T with lifts:-· - ·,
,.
·
match· l\forehrad's )'o uth. ·w1r:, •:;·, 1 . . Although Fugnte dicl 110.t receive
li;mt"· u.ctic"s in· Su~c!ay•:, -::iinw hi-r".· credit. for win~inV;, t'i,~ g~m·o _·h_'...,.s...,.,,·x_·~:---,mi.,,
, ·
-:--;:----:•·-· JiJb1mi11 was _one·: cif,th-:c;-- out.~l:ui~l j\,i ·
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'Batter Up' ,Meant Good
·.Entertainment In .·T he

•

JI

••

; Region's ToWlls In 1910-12

i.

Sterling or Paintsville, but then
j! J,
At the time the letter was writteri1 many hours Were spent ori a ·. horse
Otto .Carr and . wife Sara, who had .. ,.or a jolf wagon to play "'away from
J moved from Morgan County to home.,.~ . · --~. .
. . _...;~ - · · ·
1

~
,,<

(Continued from page eight)
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:%~?~:~
s:;;~rt~~~a;~Jm~~;::J:: pl~;;n~ t!~ i:u:hi~: ::;:(ig.;:t
winter in Florida. Wherever they friendships were formed, he wrot~;
0

were they and their children; Mabel and wholesome -entertainment_' was
Orene and Walter _Winston,. main- provided the many communities
tained ties with their liome·county . . and towns involved . . He re~alled
Carr now deceased, ·established a · that "your dad (the late Earl Price)
successful lumber business in ·the . managed,' a team ip later years in
Rowan County seat, now operated ·.·, West Libex:ty_and gave youngsters
by his son. ·
· , :·· ,:
,.. as : welt· as oldtimers: · good - enterAccording .to his letter, the. team tainm;~nt and ·so_m ~, yourig players
paid its own expenses to .and from .· aiwppo~tunity to excel.'.' ,. · ,
the various towns, ''and we fifrnish-: ·.
writing, ~bout. the· Ezel team,
ed our own baseball equipmeht."
. · Carr said ~e _was the ~•south Paw"
Players worked all week at their - pitcher and Boyd' Anderson was the
.various jobs, many of them also tak- umpire. ·others -were "Charley Ceing care of farms, "but when Satur- . cil, now a preacher; ·Elie McGuire is
day or Sunday . afternoon rolled .a courageous farmer:; St~nley Ward
around.we were ready to hit.the dia- is gone how, was anin~urarice.man;
mond" 1 or hours earlier had. loaded Hobart · Halsey went · into : real
tip .for a game with a .team "i1_1 -·. estate; 'Luther P.ieratt and Revis
another town: .
· · ., . ... :'· :-·,·: ,_ Carr. a.r e gone now; _Less· Ward and
What did they "load up' '. in? . C_larPier~tt:''. ·~· :. · ·· .··:: ··,.•. ·.
Remember, this was in J910-1912. •. /He -added that ." Curren Nickell of
"We rode horseback or piled onto a . West Lii;}erty wa~ : also · in this
wagon _and traveled wagon roads, · .baseball-club, ~e can _tell you more
rough, rutted, narrow toads and about. the Ezel Club's career than
muddy roads to get to ·our destina- . any ·one I -'know-_of. I would like to
lion. We traveled to Campton, Hazel hear some of .his· comments
·Green, Frenchburg and· West- Lib;· my_self.~
erty to play baseball. . ._
.- .Now, 22° years after that letter,
Carr admitted thaf the -Ezel team ,most all those mentioned by Carr
was pretty good . "arid our fame ar~ . <:'. gone." ' Hobart . Halsey now
grew. We· then were invited to play -. lives in Montgomery Coµnty.
J in Mt. Sterling, Morehead · and
-•~Baseball is a cl_e an sport," Carr
Paintsville." Today, about_ an · wrote, "an~ brings clean-entertainhour's drive would take ·a tea~ to ment'toany community." ·
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:::..:. <'-~'~<-·.. ·-~•.=.
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th11.t. Mnysv1llc and Flemmg,<Ch"·ago . ... . ~-.. . . .
l I 0.000 I I.Ju ._ ,.,--L.,t renn. at Johnson.
•
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I j . . il!l.'l~o-o-;,; · o .o=x ... ~.. :,,r
1
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. Mo1'e.heac(.. 7 ·2 1 . 1 0-S'"J<~.11, :11 · ·o· '.
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.
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earn \'V1ns Loca1

1

ournament

wait another year to win thei r own ning to beat East Lansing 6-3. Coltournament. Columbus beat Post umbus's Pilcher, Rick Wilson was
voted the tournament's most valu126 6-0.
"I · watched Morehead play able player .
throughout the tournament. They
" This was a well rounded tournareally could hit the tar out of the ment. Don Hardin does a great job
ball," said Wright. " I really didn 't each year," said Columbus's coach
think I would do well against them." Don Wright. "This was one of the
In the championship game , -best tournaments we have played in .
Columbus broke a 2-2 tie by posting this year."
four runs in the top of the seventh inPost 126 began the tournament on

Thursday night with a win over
Harrison, Ky ., 12-2.
Jody Wilson led Post 126 with fou.r
RBI's, which i'ncluded ~ home .r,un
and double.
'
··
Post 126 scored two runs in thesecond, nine in the fourth, and one in
the fifth. David Gray was the \;V inning pitcher allowing two hits while
striking out eight.
(Continued on page nine)

1910 Ezel Baseball Team

f.

'Batter Up' Meant Good
Entertainment In The
Region's Towns In 1910-12 ~
By Helen Price Stacy

Grand, Bradenton, Fla., were surprising. Bad it been that long!
Sometimes it ta,kes a long time to . The letter started out:"}:>ear Heget to the bottom of things, but per- len," and closed with "wishing you
serverence still wins and eventually and yours the best year ever," and
the lost has a way of surfacing. the signature Otto Carr. He was
When the letter finally reached the identjfying the men who m~de up
~ top of the file, Jhe dateline .Jan . . 16,
the E1,el baseball team in 1910 "or
1 J.._964 !l"",., ,._
•Jstmark Hotel Dixie 1W2.'..' .
.. .

Somber looks on the faces of the baseball
team in the Morgan County community of
Ezel in 1910-1912 indicate they took the game
seriously. Seated in front are from left,
Boyd Anderson, umpire;. Luther :- Pier.att;
RevjsCarr, a!ld ClayPieratCStahdiiig

r-·- - .·--- . -·

·from

Carr wrote, "To the best of · my
knowledge this Ezel team was at its
best at this time. No one got paid
and no gate receipts or tickets were
sold." . He explained that "someone
would go through the crowd and if
anyone wanted to give anything it
was gratefully appreciated.
(Continued on pagt3 '18)

left are Charley Cecil, Otto Carr <who later.
moved to Morehead and was the team ,
pitcher, Elie McGuire (who ·tater l~st his
eyesight), Stanley Ward, Hobart ijalsey,
now of MontgQm~ry County an~ thr,.ooly on e,
· .still living; and Less Ward.
1• .
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Above: Entrance sign to the town of Manassa in Conejos County,
proudly claims Jack Dempsey as its own.
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Left: Jack Dempsey became and remained an idea~ f ·
Americans not only because of his unsurpassed s~~~
but also because he neither boasted of his victor~
for his few defeats.
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ack "The Manassa Mauler"
Dempsey, the 1920s world heavyweight champion, remains Colorado's most distinguished and
celebrated athlete of all time.
Dempsey was Babe Ruth and John
Wayne wrapped into a devastating
package of power and charisma.
The passage of time and boxing's
decline in popularity have combined
to expunge the memory of Jack
Dempsey from the minds of many
Coloradans, now eight decades
removed from the great man 's
achievements.
But there was a time that the
name of Jack Dempsey was known
by every man, woman and child in
America.
Trying hard to preserve that
memory, in a small wooden cabin
that houses the Jack Dempsey Museum, is the pioneer community of
Manassa, Colorado. That one-room
cabin where Dempsey was born
holds memories as immense as the

I
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man who created them.
Outwardly, not much has changed
in Manassa from the time Dempsey
began to tramp his way across Colorado's mining towns at age 16. In
1895, when William Harrison "Jack"
Dempsey was born, Manassa boasted a population of 643. Now approximately 1,100 residents sustain the
town and Dempsey's memory.
John Morgan, a Mormon missionary who was accompanied by
75 members of his faith, established
Manassa in 1877. Manassa became
one of a handful of Mormon settlements in Colorado and was named
in honor of the eldest son of the biblical Joseph. The first public buildings in Manassa were a church and
school, quickly followed by a cooperative store and a flour mill. The
Manassa post office opened two
years later in 1879.
Ironically, it was in this peaceful
environment that William Harrison
Dempsey, aka .Jack Dempsey,

matured into a man capable of violence of mythical proportions within the confine} of a boxing ring. The
rocky and fairly barren landscape,
which lay close to mountainous terrain, made for hearty men, whose
lungs burned from hard labor at an
elevation of over 7,500 feet.
Dempsey was the ninth of 11
children born to Hyrum and Celia
Dempsey. The married couple traveled 2,000 miles into the West after
selling their West Virginia home for
$300. The family came to rely more
on Celia as Hyrum lost his zeal for
life and bounced between menial
jobs. More than once the family
relied on the charity of neighbors to
survive harsh winters.
Jack Dempsey left home at 16
and traveled the still rugged West by
foot and freight trains. Luckily,
Dempsey had learned to box from
two older brothers.
This helped him survive in the
rough company of [continued on page 22]
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Above: Jack Dempsey (right) and the second
of his five wives, Estelle Taylor, Hollywood
actress.
Jack Dempsey's childhood home somehow
sheltered 11 children and his parents.

hoboes and misfits
whom Dempsey encountered in equal
portions as he rode the rails to mining
towns in search of work. When Dempsey
could not find work as a laborer or fruit
picker, he would walk to the nearest
saloon and fight the hardest man for food
or money.
In time, Dempsey refined his raw boxing skills, but never to the point of hindering the savage style that captivated the
public. Dempsey stalked his prey relentlessly, with the dark eyes of a remorseless
warrior. He boxed out of a low crouch,
bobbing, weaving and bombing his way
out of the Wild West into the East Coast
metropolises.
It was in New York City that Dempsey's
career took off, under the guidance oflegendary promoter Jack "Doc" Kearns.
Dempsey won the world heavyweight title
in patriotic fashion on July 4, 1919, when
he brutally knocked out Kansan Jess
Willard at an outdoor arena in Toledo,
Ohio. Willard was beaten to the canvas
seven times in the first round alone. It is
still considered one of the most one-sided
beatings ever handed to the holder of a
world boxing title. It was the beginning
of a seven-year title reign that elevated
Dempsey to the status of a living legend.
Dempsey captured the spirit of the
Roaring '20s within himself. His life mirrored the emergence of the exuberant "all
is possible" attitude of New York City, as
well as the disappearance of the Wild
West. It was an exciting time, full of inno[continued from page 21]
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vations and a lust for life. Dempsey was
a feature attraction wherever he set foot,
whether in the ring or at a social function.
His ring appearances generated crowds
of over 100,000 people, and he was
responsible for boxing's first milliondollar gate.
He had a total of 81 bouts, winning 60,
KO's accounted for 49 wins and he
dropped 7.
He won the Heavyweight Championship
on July 4, 1919, when he defeated Jess
Willard in 3 rounds.
Dempsey lost the crown to Gene Tunney
on September 23, 1926.

In 1923, Dempsey competed in one of
the most thrilling sporting events ever
staged. Dempsey came back from being
knocked out of the ring to defeat Argentine giant Luis Firpo at the Polo Grounds
in New York City. Over 80,000 fans
screamed themselves hoarse in appreciation. In the estimation of more than one
writer, it will forever remain the loudest
sporting event ever. Dempsey said of his
electrifying performance, "I read the next
day that I had knocked him down seven
times. Well, you can't prove that by me; I
don't recollect anything after the first
minute of the round."
Like others before him and countless
after him, Dempsey became.a complacent
athlete living in the lap of luxury. He
filmed movies and made the night scene
circuit on both coasts. The complacency led

to Dempsey being relieved of his crown
by fellow Hall of Fame boxer Gene "The
Fighting Marine" Tunney in 1926.
Dempsey retired after a rematch loss
to Tunney but remained a popular cultural figure and social icon as the decades
passed. He refereed matches and wrote
about boxing for various national publications. He was also a successful New York
City restaurateur. People traveled from all
over America, and indeed the world, to
eat at Dempsey's Broadway strip eatery.
On most nights, Dempsey greeted guests
with a firm handshake. In 1983, a fulfilled
Dempsey passed away at the age of 88.
The story of Dempsey still lives within the four walls of the one-room log
cabin he was born in. The building was
home to two families after the Dempseys
sold it and moved to Provo, Utah. In
1966, the community established the
museum dedicated to Dempsey. Funds
were raised to renovate the failing structure and it was moved two blocks onto
Main Street. The museum was declared
a national landmark soon after its
inception.
It was 1966 when Jack Dempsey
returned to his former hometown for the
first time. He rode at the head of the
annual Pioneer Days parade that marks
the founding of Manassa. It had been 40
years since the 71-year-old champion had
been in the foothills of the Sangre De
Cristo range of the Rocky Mountains.
A concrete path now leads to the
front ,door of the muse- [continued on page 23]
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Left to right: Everett Marsha, Joe "Awful" Coffee and
Jack Dempsey. Despite
being 47, Dempsey joined
the National Guard after he
passed the physical.

[continued from page 22] um, but it seems as out of place as a comfortable bed must have been to Jack Dempsey. French lace curtains and an old-fashioned school bell add a tranquil
atmosphere to the front of the building - a tranquility that must
have been lacking when Dempsey strode the grounds of his
birthplace. In the rear, an old stone well, along with the bell,
gives visitors a "little house on the prairie" vibe.
Inside, the walls of the cabin tell the story of Dempsey. They
are replete with photos of his many ring victories and meetings
with some of the most famous figures of the 20th century.
Mementos of Dempsey's career are scattered throughout the
cabin and convey the importance of the man and his deeds. A glass
case holds the boxing gloves Dempsey used in his thrilling
defense of the heavyweight title against Luis "The Wild Bull of
the Pampas" Firpo. The shoes Dempsey wore when he fought
Gene Tunney for the second time are also on display.
A life-size bronze-cast statue of Dempsey in his fighting
prime stands guard over the nostalgic memories found within the
cabin. Boldly perched on a solid square of marble, it is the main
focus of the museum. The bronze figure of Dempsey, certainly
as hard as the man himself, casts a welcoming shadow over
anyone willing to travel and discover this worthwhile piece of
Colorado history.
Journeying through Dempsey's past is free, but donations are
welcome. The purchase of quality souvenirs, which proudly proclaim "Manassa, Home of Jack Dempsey," also helps to fund the
museum. Although the museum is featured on maps and highway signs, most visitors stumble upon it by accident. Only about
300 people each month visit this piece of Americana, and they
usually pass on the museum's charm to others by word of mouth.
Museum tours are available during winter months by appointment. Call 719-843-5207 for information.

Martin Mulcahey, a co-op member from Yoder, writes two weekly columns for maxboxing.com, operates a boxing industry schedule and results service and appears as a boxing analyst on
nationally syndicated sports shows.

~

Find more Interesting facts about Jack Dempsey at
coloradocountryllfe.coop.
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Jack Dempsey left, receives the Foot Printers award as the greatest
athlete in Colorado.

GARDENING

Mulching,_ ~runing, Planting
Digging in now promises colorful rewards in the spring

BY JUNE SANTON

t was a great summer.
grasses sparkling on a frosty
~
morning or covered with a dustWinter snows and spring
rains brought us through
ing of snow. In that case, it's okay
to leave them for the winter and
the hot, dry days with less of a
water crunch than we've had
cut them just before their new
growth in the spring. Leave those
the past few years. Flowers
sunflowers in place, too. The birds
bloomed, tomatoes reddened
will appreciate the seeds.
and we sperit time in the sunNow is also a good time to
shine tending the garden. Now,
there's a morning chill in the
plant bulbs such as daffodils and
tulips. If you already have these
air. The nights are crisp and
or other spring-blooming bulbs
growing longer. It's time to put
planted, it's important to leave t;he
the garden to rest for another
foliage in place until it dies. While
year.
the foliage is alive, the bulbs are
First, though, there are a few
drawing food material from it in
things you can do now to help
order to grow larger and produce
next year's garden. Make sure
next year's growth. By this time of
your garden is well mulched.
year, however, that process is :finA few inches ofleaves, straw or
ished so you should cut the dead
other material will protect the
foliage almost to the ground.
soil from erosion. Pile the mulch
Most of the plant material that
especially high around perenniyou clear away can, of course, go
al shrubs or vegetables. This will
to the compost pile. You can use
prevent the plants from being
some of that material for "green
heaved upward in freeze-thaw
manure." Chop it up and dig it
cycles and will soften sudden
right back into the garden where
temperature swings that can be
it will decompose over the winter.
damaging to plant tissues.
You are basically composting in
Once shrubs are dormant,
you may want to prune them Brighten fall gardens with potted mums and bright pumpkins. Once place. However, if the cleared
plant material is diseased or
back before protecting them. the flowers are gone, transplant the mums for color next fall.
infested with insects or fungus,
Prune any dead wood or
branches that cross and rub each other. and food in their branches to use in the first throw it in the garbage can.
Finally, after your cleanup is completHowever, don't cut woody plants back by burst of spring growth. Also plants that
more than a third. They're storing energy have already produced the buds that will ed, shrubs are trimmed and the garden is
besome next year's flowers sh ouldn't be mulched, the area may look a little forlorn.
pruned until immediately after flowering. Reward yourself with potted chrysantheSpring-Blooming Shrubs
Otherwise, you'll be removing next year's mums. Pile them up with some pumpkins
They produce next year's buds during the
blossoms. If the plant blooms in early on a south-facing porch. They'll need sun,
summer of this year, so don't prune now.
spring, it is likely to have already made but they'll last until a good freeze comes
• Dogwood
those buds. If you look closely, you can along. The chrysanthemums will add
• Forsythia
probably see the small bumps along the a bright note to your surroundings and
• Climbing roses
branches. If the plant blooms in late sum- help say goodbye to this year's gardening
mer or fall, it makes those buds in the season.
Fall-Blooming Shrubs
spring. You can safely prune these plants
These develop early in the spring, then bloom
in late fall or winter without sacrificing the
in late summer or fall, so you can prune now.
new blossoms.
• Butterfly bush
Contact June Santon at gardening
Tall ornamental grasses can be cut back lt3r
• Russian sage
@coloradocountryllfe.org with your
to a few inches above the ground. Many
gardening questions.
people, however, like the look of the dried
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_ourney
By JOHN McGILL
Courier-Journal Correspondent.

Ashland, Ky., Feb. 4.-It will '
be Catlettsburg against the field
in the sevetrth annual Eastern
Kentucky C<i.n.fer;ence ·championship tourrfu:irtent"'here Friday afternoon and night, and judging
from the "Wihicats'. performance
against po_ .er-pilcked Jnez Monday night, .they will be able to
handle thE!, situation successfully.
The SChi!iule for Friday: 2:00
South Por~outh 13-8) vs. More-,
head (8-8 : 3:15, . Catlettsburg
(18-3) vs. Hitchlns· (10~6); 7:30
Consolation; ll}45, Championship
The officiarit,, will be Rowlanc
Patterson of Russell ·and Ear ·
Wellman of Huntington, W. Va.
Catlettsburg has a:n unblem·shed record against E.K.C. five •
this season but had a close call,
33-31, against Raceland's strong
ive in the Ekay Sectional last
eek.
Morehead and South Portsouth seem to have hit tbeir
tride after rather rough going
arly in the season. Morehead
as a standout in the
tional
t Olive Hill last
QVerowering Boyd County 44~30 and
itchins 42-28 after Hitchins1had
liminated the defending chamion Olive Hill five. The Comets
ad reached the finals .of all the
ix preceding championships and
ad won four titles.

we«

D .EFENSE

Hitchin -; is not to be overlooked
n the championship argument,
he Tigers being a rath,er good
efensive outtit that has never
ome up to i
ntialities ofensively. Mo t of.
'tigers are
laying their
varsity
all.
·urprise
o a 88--2
hampion
CatJetts - ... · •a.;.;..i:
a 3-0
ad over
d after
ailing 8-_:.,.-... "r, wen t
front
e half.
ez grab
a 11., e1i1111
·nt lead
on afte
U t
's Jim
aughn fouleti -:aut
in, the
ird period and i t
36-32 for
e Indians after thne quarters.
he closest CatlettsBurg could
et was 43-40, and lost 44-40 .
arlier, at Inez, the Indian s
owned Catlettsburg 52-43 and
between games, Catlettsburg
tched 11 consecutive victories.
PLAY
Ed Moore proved himself to
one of the better players in
e state by dominating rebound
ay aga·nst Inez and scoring 17
oints.
Harmon had 12 an~
taton 11 for the once-def~atec
dians, who had a poor night a,
e foul line with only eight con•
rsions in 23 attempt$. Moore
s an average of 14 points
me for the season.
center Jim Sargent did not
Andividual scoring in the sec- ofs~l~r~ssPortsmouth : Craycaft
nal tournaments last week...end 21 • Euton 20 , Bruce 111, c
as as follows:
sa_re:~at with l!
to

a,..._ _..,._ __________. .,.__,

Catlettsburg:

oore 3:1, Xlrk 23, Viugha,

Ca=ll~p~~a~. ~ - 'Ar!~~~ ·20, l'>.
adferd 18, M. Bradford 12, Hall 9,
c~::hJaJ~ &~e~: Kazee 19, Greer 18,
r glll 13. Adkins 7 (2 gamesl. Regular

because
21, Horne
13 (3

Newpqr t a 34-31

~~~po~O~

i~"ti:~i ~ -r.:on

~ lf,oS~ j~~\~
smothl!red Latonia 82-fl
tb Billy Petrey
sinking 23 points and Joe Browne 16.
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r. Jack D. Ell'is
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